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REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
XONDAY, JANUARY 18, 1953
UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMMiTrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMITrTEE ON THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Washingto%, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10: 15 a. m., in room
457, Senate Office Building, Senator Alexander Wiley (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding,.owln
land, Cooper, Holland, Sparkman,
Present: Senators Wiley,
Gillette, and Mansfield.
Also present: Senators Green and Fulbright.
The CHAIRMAN. The subcommittee will come to order.
We are holding today the first of a series of public hearings of the
Subcommittee on the United Nations Charter created pursuant to
Senate Resolution 126. The membership of the subcommittee consists of Senators Ferguson Knowland, Cooper, Holland, Sparkman,
Gillette, and Mansfield, and myself as chairman.
Senate Resolution 126 introduced by Senator Gillette defines our
purposes. It requires us to make:
A full and complete study of proposals to amend, revise, or otherwise modify
or change existing international peace and security organizations, for the purpose of guiding the Senate in the fulfillment of its responsibility * * * to advise

the President with respect to the foreign policy of the United States.

(S. Res. 126 is as follows:')
[S. Res. 126, 83d Cong., 1st sess.]
RESOLUTION

Whereas revision of the present Charter of the United Nations is necessary it
the purpose for which the United Nations was established, to maintain international peace and security is to be achieved; and
Whereas article 109 of the Charter provides that a general conference to
review the Charter "may be held at a date and place to be fixed by a two-thirds
vote of any seven members of the Security Council", and further that "if such
a conference has not been held before the tenth annual session of the General
Assembly, the proposal to call one shall be placed on the agenda of that sesssion
of the General Assembly, and the conference shall be held if so decided by a
majority vote of the members of the General Assembly and by a vote of any
seven members of the Security Council"; and
Whereas the Department of State has anticipated that a proposal to call a
Charter Review Conference will be considered at the tenth regular session of the
General Assembly, that is, during 1955; and
Whereas the Department of State has stated that the development of an official
United States position toward the question of Charter review, and toward the
many individual issues involved, will require careful and detailed preparation
2 On January 20, 1954, S. Res. 193 extending the study to February 1, 1955, passed the
Senate.
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within the Government, including official studies, advice from Members of Congress, and private discussions with other governments, as well as full opportunity for the public to inform itself regarding the problems involved, and to
express its views; and
Whereas the establishment and development of regional security arrangements
and agencies in accordance with article 53 of the Charter have raised questions
as to the relationship of such regional security organizations with the United
Nations: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign Relations, or a subcommittee thereof,
to consist of six members chosen equally from both parties by the chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee who shall be one of the said members and shall
serve as chairman of such subcommittee, in conjunction with two other Senators, not members of the Committee on Foreign Relations and not of the same
political party, designated by the President of the Senate, is hereby empowered
and directed to make a full and complete study of proposals to amend, revise, or
otherwise modify or change existing international peace and security organizations, for the purpose of guiding the Senate in the fulfillment of its responsibility, under the second paragraph of section 2 of article II of the Constitution,
to advise the President with respect to the foreign policy of the United States,
and particularly with reference to the policy of the United States at the General
Conference of the United Nations for review of the Charter to be held in accordance with article 109 of chapter XVIII of the Charter.
SEC. 2. The Committee on Foreign Relations shall transmit to the Senate
prior to January 31, 1954, the results of the study and investigation of the subcommittee, together with such recommendations as may be found desirable.
SEc. 3. For the purpose of this resolution, the committee is authorized to employ on a temporary basis until February 1, 1954, such technical, clerical, or
other assistants, experts, and consultants as it deems desirable. The necessary
expenses of the committee under this resolution, which shall not exceed $35,000,
shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved
by the chairman of the committee.

WORLD SITUATION

The CHAIRMAN. I may say the responsibility with which this subcommittee is charged is a heavy one. The world rocks along from
day to day balanced on a razor's edge, with the destruction and chaos
of war lying on the one side and the security, the dignity, and the
decency of peace on the other.
How are we going to get out of this predicament?
How are we going to tip the balance on the side of peace?
I dare say that is a question that is uppermost in the minds of all of
us, especially those of us who have been entrusted by the peoples of
the United States with the responsibilities of government.
At the end of World War II, we hoped we had found one of the
answers to the question when we established the United Nations. So
strong were we in supporting that organization that 89 of 91 Senators
present and voting, endorsed the Charter aiid our participation in

the United Nations.

Eight years have passed. They have been revealing years. They
have shown us that we have not yet freed ourselves from the danger
of aggression and the fears that it engenders. They have shown us

something of the possibilities of the United Nations in keeping the
peace anc promoting fellowship among the peoples of the world.
And the passing years have shown us, too, some of its shortcoming and
weaknesses.
RrVMW CONFERENCE

In beginning our work we are to keep in mind the nature of the

United Nations. It is not, as some have charged, a superstate.
is not an organization that can compel us to bow to its will.

It

Senator
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Vandenberg called it the "town meeting of the world," and I have
often referred to it as the "crossroads of the world," where nations
can meet to work out together their common problems. The time
is fast approaching when the nations which brought the United Nations into being must reexamine their handiwork. They must seek
to understand its weaknesses as well as its strength, so that they will
know more clearly how to build and to work for peace. The charter
itself, in article 109, provides the means for convening a review conference. It could be called for any time after 1955, and no nation
can veto the convening of such a conference if a majority so will it.
The Secretary of State, in a letter to the chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, on August 13, 1953, indicated that the United
States will favor a conference to review the charter. Sentiment expressed at the last General Assembly indicates that many nations
support this view. The prospects are good that a conference will be
called. That is why this subcommittee, set in motion by Senator
Gillette, who introduced the resolution, is commencing now to discharge its responsibilities.
In a matter of such serious import to the well-being of our people,
to the security of the Nation, and to the peace of the world, there must
be adequate preparation.
LIMrTATION ON CHARTER REVIEW

think we ought to be aware at the outset, however, of the limitations which are involved in charter revision. This subcommittee
cannot amend the charter. The Senate cannot amend it. The United
States cannot amend it. Amendments to the charter are subject to
the veto. What we can do during this study is to understand more
fully what is involved in our present participation in the United
Nations and determine what changes, if any, we want to bring about
and will work to bring about with respect to this organization.
I know that I speak for the other members of the subcommittee
when I say that a sense of objectivity and nonpartisanship shall guide
our endeavors. We are dealing here with a problem which is of vital
importance to the entire Nation, and we shall approach it in that spirit.
We hope, in the months ahead, to obtain the contribution of the
experts on this subject. And we algo want to hear from the ordinary
citizen who strives in all humbleness to find the answer which we are
all seeking-a better way to preserve and strengthen our country in
a world at peace.
We will begin our hearings this morning with the Secretary of
State, John Foster Dulles.
Mr. Dulles has had an exceptionally rich experience with the United
Nations. He served as a member of the United States delegation at
the San Francisco Conference, and has been closely associated with
the work of the United Nations since that time.
Mr. Secretary, we are glad to have you here with us this morning.
I understand the Secretary would prefer that the committee members not ask him specific questions at this time about charter revision,
and our policy with respect to numerous articles of the charter. These
are questions to which we will be searching for answers during the
months ahead.
I
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The purpose of the meeting this morning is to introduce the problems, to set the general lines of study which the committee will pursue.
Now, Mr. Secretary, will you carry on?
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN POSTER DULLES, SECRETARY OF STATE
Secretary DuLLEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The United Nations Charter represents man's most determined and
promising effort to save humanity from the scourge of war and to
establish justice between the nations. In negotiating the charter terms,
the United States was represented by a bipartisan .elegation, and the
charter was ratified by the Senate by almost unanimous vote, as you,
Mr. Chairman, will recall.
The United Nations, thus launched, carried the ardent hopes of
the American people, and indeed the peoples of all the world. The
responsible leaders of our Nation, without regard to party, have
repeatedly said that the charter represents the cornerstone of United
States foreign policy.
HIGH HOPES NOT FULLY REALIZED

It must in all frankness be recognized that the high hopes born of
the San Francisco Conference of 1945 have not been fully realized.
This is due to two principal causes.
In the first place, many initial hopes were exaggerated. War is not
abolished, and a system of justice inaugurated, merely by strokes of
the pen. If that were the case, we would have had international peace
and justice long ago. Just and durable peace requires sustained and
well.directed efforts comparable in dedication to the efforts needed
to win victory in war.
However, the written word continues to exert a peculiar fascination, and there is a recurrent tendency to treat as done that which,
according to a treaty, ought to be done. Hopes which had only this
basis were doomed to be disappointed.
In the second place, many provisions of the charter depended on
cooperation by the so-called great powers and the fact is the members
of the Soviet Communist bloc have pursued policies which departed
from the spirit, and indeed the language, of the charter.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE U.

N.

Nevertheless, the United Nations has a record of conspicuous accomplishment. Among major political results which flowed from its
processes may be mentioned:
The withdrawal of Soviet forces from Iran;
The support of Greece while under Communist attack;
The conclusion of a permanent armistice between Israel and the
Arab States;
The establishment of the Republic of Korea;
The disposition of the Italian colonies in ifrica and the creation
of the State of Libya;
The establishment of the Republic of Indonesia;
The organization of effective resistance to the armed aggression in
Korea.
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While the United States bore most of the United Nations burden
in Korea, it should not be forgotten that 15 other members contributed
armed forces and 46 nations made some form of contribution, either
military or economic.
Thus, the United Nations became the first international organization in.history, to organize effective collective resistance to armed
aggression.
The United Nations has helped to transform colonialism into selfgovernment. The role played by the United Nations ii this matter
has been controversial and it is in some respects subject to legitimate
criticism. Undoubtedly, however, it has exerted a useful influence in
promoting peaceful rather than violent developments.
In addition to political achievements, the United Nations has provided means for economic and social developments which have benefited a large part of the human race.
In addition to its specific accomplishments, the General Assembly
has served as a world forum for the presentation of different points
of view. It has become a place where world opinion can register
and exert a moral authority, which no nation, however powerful or
despotic, publicly disdains or wholly disregards.
THE VETO POWER

The greatest weakness of the United Nations-and this was foreseen
at San Francisco-is the Security Council's inability to discharge what
the charter calls its "primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security." Article 24. It has not proved
practicable for the Security Council to organize the armed forces,
assistance and facilities which it was contemplated should be put at
the disposal of the Security Council-art. 43-for the purpose of
maintaining international peace and security.
The Council's inability to function as designed has been primarily
due to the abuse by the Soviet Union of its so-called veto power.
This same veto power has been abused by the Soviet Union to exclude
from membership in the United Nations many countries fully qualified
for membership under the terms of article 4, which provides that the
United Nations membership is open to all peaceloving states which
accept the obligations contained in the present charter and are able
and willing to carry out these obligations.
Fourteen nations which have been excluded by the Soviet veto are:
Austria, Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland, Eire, Italy, Japan, Jordan,
Republic of Korea, Laos, Libya, Nepal, Portugal, and Vietnam.
REVIEW CONFERENCE

We are now approaching a time when in all probability there will
be a review of the charter with a view to its possible amendment.
Article 109 subdivision (3) of the charter provides that a proposal
to call such a conference shall be placed on the agenda of the 10th
annual session of the General Assembly, that is, that of 1955, and
present indications are that a review conference will be held.
The United States has already indicated that it expects to favor
the holding of such a review conference.
42435-54--pt. 1-
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The Executive welcomes this coordinated action of the Senate in
studying the problems which will confront such a conference.
The executive branch of our Government approaches this conference with an awareness of the desirability of perfecting the
charter, but also with a determination not to lose the good that is, in
the search for something better.
We have not yet taken any firm position with respect to specific
charter amendments. We defer that until we have further advanced
our own studies, and ascertained the views of our citizenry and Congress and of other nations.
In this connection we do not forget that charter amendments require
Senate consent.
MAJOR QUESTIONS TO BE BROUGHT BEFORE REVIEW CONFERENCE

Under the circumstances, I shall limit myself to indicating some of
the major questions which might be brought before the Charter
Review Conference, and as to which there should be an educated
public opinion.
1. Universality: It is useful that there be an organization which
is, generally speaking, universal and whose processes run throughout
the world. Otherwise the association takes on the character merely
of an alliance. Of course, universality inevitably means bringing
together nations whose governments may strongly disagree. This
has disadvantages. But such an organization maintains contacts
between potential enemies, affords opportunities to dispel unnecessary
misunderstandings, and, as President Eisenhower said in his state
of the Union message on January 7,1954, it providesthe only real world forum where we have the opportunity for international
presentation and rebuttal.

This process tends, though slowly, to bring about conformity to a
common standard.
It is, of course, unlikely that there will be universality in the complete and literal sense of that word. Unfortunately, there are governments or rulers who do not respect the elemental decencies of
international conduct, so that they can properly be brought into the
organized family of nations. That is illustrated by the regime which
now rules the China mainland.
Even approximate universality does, of course, carry certain disadvantages. There are bound to be differences of opinion which limit
effectiveness of action.
Doubtless, at the Charter Review Conference, consideration will
be given to these problems of 'universality or limited membership.
It will perhaps be considered whether article 4, to which I referred
above, expresses the desirable standards for membership.
In this connection, it should be recalled that articles 5 and 6 permit
of suspension and expulsion, although this requires Security Council
action, which in turn is subject to veto.
It seems at the present time that most of the members of the United
Nations feel that it is better to have even discordant members in the
organization rather than to attempt to confine membership to those
who hold the same views.
In this connection, it is to be borne in mind that few nations for
long share the same views about every matter. Where they do share
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the same security views, or have regional community, they can organize themselves under article 51-dealing with collective securityor under the provisions of articles 52-54-dealing with regional
arrangements.
2.Security: By the charter, article 24, the Security Council is supposed to exercise "primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security." Can charter changes better enable it
to discharge that responsibility? Or must that primary responsibility
be left to security organizations the formation of which is authorized
by article 51? Or should greater responsibility be given to the General Assembly, where there is no veto?
In this connection I should note the "uniting for peace resolution"
of 1950 and which puts the General Assembly in a position to play a
decisive role with reference to peace and security in the event that the
Security Council is paralyzed by a veto.
3. Security Council: Are the present provisions for membership
and voting in the Security Council conducive to its maximum effectiveness? Should the veto power be taken away in respect of questions
involving the Pacific settlement of disputes, chapter VI, and in
respect of the admission of new members, as recommended by Senate
Resolution 239, 80th Congress, the so-called Vandenberg resolution?
Presumably, the United States would itself hesitate to go much
further than this in now surrendering its veto power.
4. General assembly voting: In the General Assembly, each nation
has one vote-is this the best arrangement? If the General Assembly
is to assume greater responsibilities, then should there not be some
form of weighted voting, so that nations which are themselves unable
to assume serious military or financial responsibilities cannot put
those responsibilities on other nations? Should there be, in some
matters, a combination vote whereby affirmative action requires both
a majority of all the members, on the basis of sovereign equality, and
also a majority vote, on some weighted basis, which takes into account
population, resources, and so forth?
5. Armament: Since the charter was adopted there has been a vast
development of possibilities of mass destruction, particularly in terms
of atomic energy and nuclear weapons.
As one who was at San Franciscb in the spring of 1945, I can say
with confidence that had the delegates at San Francisco known we
were entering the age of atomic warfare, they would have seen to it
that the charter dealt more positively with the problems thus raised.
Perhaps consideration should now be given to the creation of a special
organ of the United Nations comparable to the Economic and Social
Council and the Trusteeship Council to deal permanently with the
problem of armament which carries so hideous a threat to the hopes
of the peoples expressed in the preamble to the charter.
In this connection, I emphasize the President's epoch-making proposal of December 8, 1953, to the United Nations, wherein he suggested
the creation of an International Atomic Energy Agency to receive
contributions of normal uranium and fissionable materials and to
devise methods whereby this available material would be allocated to
serve the peaceful pursuits of mankind.
6.International law: In view of the importance of law as an accepted standard of international conduct, are the charter provisions
adequate? These call on the General Assembly to initiate studies and
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make recommendations for the purpose of encouraging the progress
and development of international law and its codification. However,
so far little progress has been made. This is a great handicap to world
order, because it means that decisions and recommendations of the
United Nations are apt to be governed by considerations of political
expediency rather than by accepted international law.
In this connection I recall the late Senator Taft's conviction as
expressed in his book A Foreign Policy for Americans:
that In the long run the only way to establish peace is to write a law, agreed
to by each of the nations, to govern the relations of such nations with each other
and to obtain the covenent of all such nations that they will abide by that law
and by decisions made thereunder.

Simultaneous progress on a global scale is presently impeded by a
sharp cleavage with reference to the nature of law. Most of the
governments of the world regard law as man's effort to apply moral
principles to human affairs. There is thus an objective standard of
justice which can be appealed to. However, one-third of the world's
population is ruled by those who do not recognize any moral law and
look upon human law as a means whereby those in power achieve
their objectives and destroy their enemies.
The foregoing are the more important charter amendment issues
which particularly concern the United States. There are doubtless
other aspects which are of great concern to other countries. However, I refrain from making any statement about those matters at this
time.
CHARTER SERVES INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND JUSTICE

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me say: It is in my opinion important that the United States should approach this problem of charter
review with recognition that the charter as it is can be made to serve
well the cause of international peace and justice. The defects in the
charter can to a considerable extent be corrected by practices which
are permissible under the charter. For example, already it is accepted practice that if a permanent member of the Security Council
abstains from voting, that does not constitute a veto despite the fact
that article 27 of subdivision (3) provides for the "affirmative vote of
seven members, including the concurring vote of the permanent
members."

I have already referred to the Uniting for Peace Resolution which
gave the Assembly a veto-less authority in security matters. It is
also necessary to bear in mind that much can be done within the
framework of the charter, but without actual dependence upon the
procedures of the United Nations itself. " I have referred several times
to article 51 which recognizes the right of collective self-defense.
This has been extensively used. Many nations having similar security
interests have banded together through security pacts. There are
the Rio Pact, the North Atlantic Treaty, and comparable security
arrangements between the United States and other countries in the
Western Pacific. The Soviets have also built their own security
system with a series of so-called treaties with their satellites.
Such arrangements operate free of Security Council veto, although
self-defense measure are required to be reported to the Security

Council.
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I have stated some of the problems which will probably be raised
in a 1956 review conference, without attempting to give categorical
answers. That would, I think, be premature for me. Let me repeat,
however, that while a charter review conference should be welcomed
as a means of strengthening the United Nations, difference of opinion
about how to do this should not then be pressed to a point such that
the review conference would result in undermining the United Nations
or disrupting it. The United Nations as it is, is better than no United
Nations at all.
It must be borne in mind that, under the present charter, each of the
permanent members of the Security Council has a veto on amendments which the general review conference may propose. The existence of this veto does not mean, in my opinion, that the review conference is a futility. At San Francisco each of the nations which
had joined to draft the Dumbarton Oaks proposals had a veto over
changes from these proposals. Nevertheless, they did not exercise
that veto as against changes which were clearly reasonable and demanded by world opinion. We can hope that the same conditions
will prevail at the prospective review conference. We can reasonably
make our plans on the working hypothesis that no one nation will,
in fact, be able arbitrarily either to impose changes or to veto changes.
CONTINUED FAITH IN THE UNITED NATIONS

Let me end by reasserting my continuing faith in the United Nations. I fully share the view expressed by the Senate in its resolution
of June 11, 1948, that it isthe policy of the United States to achieve international peace and security
through the United Nations.

As President Eisenhower said to the Congress on January 7, 1954:
The United Nations deserves our continued firm support.

I believe that it lies within our power to advance the great objective
of the United Nations provided we are patient, resourceful and resolute, and inspired by laith that man has the capacity to overcome
evil with good.
KOREAN PRISONERS OF WAR ISSUE

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

I will follow the usual practice of asking a few questions, and
then we will open the questioning up to the other members of the
committee.
Before I do so, I have been requested, in view of the public interest,
to ask you to comment on the State Department announcement this
morning that the United States will release the thousands in Korea
on January the 23d. The Communists say this is a violation of the
armistice.
Is it your interpretation that it is a violation of the armistice?
Secretary DULI,1,q. On the contrary, Mr. Chairman, I think any-

thing other than a release of the prisoners on January 23d would be
a violation of the armistice.
The CHARM.AN. Now we will proceed to the matter we are considering, though of course we realize, that the situation in Korea is really

under the direct ion of the United Nations, and that it is the United
Nations' which maintains the peace there.
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FAVOR OF REVIEW CONFERENCE

Now, in your letter to me of last August, you indicated that the
United States should favor the calling of a review conference when
that question appeared in the General Assembly agenda in 1955.
You have already stated your position, but what do you think the
advantages would be in the convention of such a conference?
Secretary Dm~ixs. Let me say, first, Mr. Chairman, if I may, that
I think it is a matter of simple good faith, in the first instance, at
least, for the United States to support the holding of a review conference. I say that because at San Francisco in 1945 there were many
provisions which were adopted over rather strong opposition on the
part of many, particularly of the smaller states. They adopted the
charter on the assumption that they would be given an opportunity
to re-present their case on some of these matters after there had been
a 10-year trial, and the United States at that time indicated that it
would support the holding of such a conference after 10 years; and
while we are not legally bound to do so, it is in my opinion a matter
of good faith that if those countries want to have such a conference,
as I think they do, we should support it and not try to block it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it will result in an overhaul of the
charter?
Secretary DULLES. I believe that if the meeting is held in the spirit
in which I have indicated in my opening statement, it will be a constructive conference.
As I say, I think there are some actual changes of text that may be
practical to adopt, which will improve the charter. I think in a good
many respects it may be found practical to solidify practices which
involve effective working of the charter which will overcome many of
the defects which are now found in it, from an operating standpoint.
The CHxAIAN. Do you think this conference would result in drawing the free world closer together?
Secretary DUILEs. I believe that it will. I expressed that belief
because basically we all want the same thing. We all want peace
and justice under a regime of law.
As I pointed out, the basic point of view of the so-called free world
is the same on these matters, because all of the free world is pretty
much dominated by religious belief which accept the existence of a
supreme moral law which has many elements in common, although
our religions differ, and we believe that there is something superior
in man himself which has laid down certain basic principles which all
men are capable of comprehending, and that is the bond of unity
which, in my opinion, is the solid foundation for any international organization. As long as we have a common faith in those respects, I
believe that as we work together to express that faith in terms of a
great international charter, there will be developed a sense of fellowship among us.
COMMAKUNIST MEMBERS IP

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, there is a great deal of discussion, of
course, among our own people and elsewhere. Some say that we should
kick the Communists out of the organization, some say we should
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withdraw, and others suggest that we should create some kind of a
international or superstate.
Now, are such proposals as these within the scope of the review
conference.
Secretary DuLLES. I would imagine that some proposals along that

line would actually be made by one or another of the participants in
the review conference. I do not, myself, conceive that is the proper
scope of the review conference.
DANGERS OF CHARTER REVIEW

The CH M AN. A number of people seem to fear that calling a

conference will open up the whole question of charter revision. They
feel that it will never again be possible to get the Senate to approve
any charter changes by an 89 to 2 vote, the vote by which the United
Nations Charter was initially approved.
Do you want to comment on that? Do you see any danger in the
calling of such a conference?
Secretary DuLLEs. Yes. There are some risks in calling the conference. I find very few things that can be done in this world which
amount to anything without accepting some risk. It is a question of
balancing the possible disadvantages against the advantages, and I
believe the advantages of a review conference exceeds the possible
disadvantages.
INTERPRETATION OF THE UN CHARTER

The CHAIRMAN. I notice in your book War or Peace, which came

out in 1950, you said:
I have never seen any proposal made for collective security with teeth in
it, or for world government, or for world federation, which could not be carried
out either by the United Nations or under the United Nations Charter.

Does this imply that you think the present charter has grown to

meet the issues of the time, and has the same possibilities of future
growth?
Secretary DULLES. What I meant primarily there, Mr. Chairman,
was not that these things could be done by the United Nations, but
I said could be done consistent with the United Nations Charter.
When I spoke, for instance, of a 'security organization with teeth
in it, you can form that under article 51. There is no inhibition on
members of the United Nations getting together and creating an increased federation if they want to. For example, there is a project,
as you know, for creating a great degree of federal unity, a greater
degree of federal unity in Europe, represented already by the so-

called Schumann plan, represented by the prospective European
defense community.
All of those normal growths and developments can take place consistently with the United Nations Charter. The United Nations does
not inhibit anything except the creation of organizations wlich are
designed for aggression, or to violate the proiisions of the charter.
The CHAIRMAN. After all, the quotation that you gave from the
late Senator Taft implies that a law is only as good as the parties
who contract or agree to the law; is that correct?
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Secretary Diuzs. That is correct, with this qualification: that
when an organization draws individuals together or draws nations
together, there is a tendency to help each other, and to achieve a degree
of common thinking through the process which we call compromise.
Sometimes that word "compromise" has a rather derogatory connotation, but after all, community living, to a very large extent, involves
the willingness of people to adjust themselves to varying conditions,
to varying needs, and I believe that while in a sense an organization
is no better than the people that make it up, also it is true that an
organization can help the people be better.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, the Kaiser said that "A treaty is
only a scrap of paper," meaning that if the people who were parties
to the treaty didn't keep faith, the treaty was no good.
THE VETO PROVISION

Would you not agree that a great deal of progress could be made if
the members could be persuaded to give a more liberal interpretation
to certain provisions of the charter? In other words, isn't it true that
the veto provision has been broadly interpreted by the General
Assembly?
Secretary DurLEs. Excuse me, I didn't hear that clearly.
The CHAIRMAN. The veto provision has been very broadly interpreted by the General Assembly. I should ask further, under the
circumstances, do we really need an amendment to the veto provision,
or merely a willingness to interpret the charter more liberally?
Secretary DULLES. Of course, there is no veto in the General As-

sembly or any organ of the United Nations, except the Security
Council, and that is a reason why a strict use of the veto, an excessive
use and abuse of the veto in the Security Council leads inevitably to
assumptions of greater power and authority by vetoless bodies.
I have had the occasion, in the General Assembly, to be spokesman
for the United States as we carried forward two major projects which
were claimed by the Soviet Union to be evasions, if not violations of
the charter. One was when we established the so-called Little Assembly, which would function if desired when the General Assembly
itself was not in session; and the other was this Uniting for Peace
Resolution which enabled the General Assembly to meet and act very
promptly in case of a security issue where action by the Security
Council was vetoed.
Now, in both of those matters Mr. Vishinsky violently claimed that
that was unconstitutional.
I pointed out in rebuttal that while it was quite true that the General
Assembly had not been envisaged as a body to function in those ways,
the fact that you paralyzed one organ of the United Nations inevitably
meant that other organs have to assume greater functions; if one hand
is cut off, your other hand does more work and becomes more adept;
if you lose the sight of your eyes, other organs then begin to compensate for it, and the fact has been that the excessive use of the veto
power in the Security Council has. led to compensating activity.
Now, those further forms of activity have not fully compensated
for the harm done by abuse of the veto, but they have compensated to a
considerable degree, and that line of development could be followed
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and the review conference which we have in mind could, if desired,
)resent the Soviet Union with alternatives to charter amendments
which might accomplish the same result.
One of the most disturbing aspects of the veto is its use in connection with the admission of new members. I gave a list of the 14 wellqualified nations who have been approved by most of the other members, but who have been debarred from membership by the exercise
of the veto power, and when such States as I mentioned there are kept
out of the. United Nations, that inevitably detracts from the desired
universality.
Some of these states at the time the charter was formed were enemy
states, because you recall that the charter was originally drafted
even before the armistice with Germany, although the armistice was
concluded before the San Francisco Conference finally ended. The
San Francisco Conference was terminated before the armistice with
Japan. Many of these countries that I mentioned were not independent states at that time. There had been a "dead hand" on the
United Nations with reference to this matter of membership, which is
perhaps one of the more disturbing aspects of the situation, and I
would hope a review conference would find some way to solve that
problem.
EXPELLING MEMBER STATES

CHAIRMAN. Senator Knowland, do you have
Senator KNOWLAND. Only two, Mr. Chairman.

The

any questions?

I hope that some study will be made by the Department, as well as
the staff of this committee, with reference to article 6, which now
reads as follows:
A member of the United Nations which has persistently violated the principles
contained in the present charter may be expelled from the organization by the
General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.

Now, if there were such a member, I assume that since the recommendation for expulsion must come from the Security Council, the
recommendation may be or is subject to a veto of such a nation.
If that is so, it seems to me that there should be a way for the
United Nations to protect itself in the future against a country which
would persistently be the aggressor and disturb the peace of the world.
If that nation happened to be in position to exercise a veto in the
Security Council, a rather ridiculous situation would exist due to
a clear violation of the charter, but no means of getting rid of the
offender.
Has any study been given to that subject?
Secretary DULLES. Yes, Senator Knowland. It has been given a
great deal of study. I alluded to it in my opening statement before
you came in, as one of the points which would doubtless come up for
consideration at a review conference.
I did not attempt in my opening statement, and I prefer not to
now, to suggest a specific solution, but again it is perhaps a situation

where the General Assembly can exercise a certain authority of its
own, at least to deprive a nation of the right to participate in the
affairs of the Assembly, even though the Assembly alone could not
suspend it or expel it from all of the elements of membership because
of the present veto provision, and the fact that it would probably be
424S5--54---pt. 1-3
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very difficult to get a waiver of that veto at the review conference.
But, I believe that the General Assembly is, to a large extent, the
master of its own procedures, and to a certain extent I believe legitimately a judge of the qualifications of those who sit in the Assembly
and could take its action which, while not going all the way, would
go a considerable part of the way of indicating first a strong moral
disapprobation of such action, and secondly, of in fact excluding
such a member from many of the normal perquisites of membership.
PROBLEMS GROWING OUT OF KOREAN WAR

Senator KNOWLAND. There were, it seems, at least two problems
growing out of the Korean War which disturbed a great many Members of Congress, as well as the public generally. One was the situation relative to the use of the veto in the Security Council-as to
what would have been the situation had the Soviet Union been present
on the 25th day of June 1950, and prepared to exercise its veto
against the collective security action that was taken.
They did not happen to be there, for one reason or another. However, in an effort to meet this possibility, I understand we had the
General Assembly in position to act in an emergency situation.
The second problem was what might be done under the charter to
urge and to encourage each of the member states to assume its fair
share of the responsibility in a collective security action. As you well
know, during the 3 years of the active war in Korea, of the 60 members of the United Nations, only 15 of them-other than the United
States-contributed any forces to the collective security action in that
country, and all 15 of them put together contributed less than 45,000.
The United States of America alone contributed more than 450,000
at a given time, and actually rotated somewhat more than a million
men through Korea.
I think both in the Congress and in the country there is a very
real concern that the burdens ought to be more evenly spread, in
the event of future necessity for collective security action. If nations are to benefit by the system of collective security, they should be
prepared to assume tfieir full obligations.
In our own country, when a war causes a state of emergency, we
have our selective service, and we expect everyone to bear their share
of support for the defense of the Nation.
It seems to me that, nations which are benefiting by a collective
security system should be encouraged, if not required, to share the
responsibility. Some method should be found whereby they don't
et a free ride in this system of collective security and put too many
burdens on too few members.
I hope that will be thoroughly explored.
Secretary DtmLrS. I think that it will be. One of the reasons
for the results which you mentioned, which is certainly deplorable,
was the financial problems that were involved. As you probably
know, the original position taken by the United States Government
was that if any nation sent troops to Korea, it would not only have
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to send the troops but it would have to pay for their transportation,
their equipment, and so forth. That threw a financial burden upon
many of the smaller countries which they felt unable to assume, and
that was one of the elements of discouragement. We may have to
think of the problem in two p arts, namely, the contribution actually
in terms of manpower, sacri e, people willing to go and fight and
die; and then the second problem of how to share the burden of
expense of an operation of this sort. I don't think that has been
adequately worked out at the present time.
Senator KNOWLAND. But I do call your attention to that fact, and

in no sense from a critical point of view, because I recognize some
of the problems. The United States is bearing a reasonably fair
share of the total expense of the United Nations today, roughly
aI'ound 70 percent.. Also I think the facts will reveal-I can only
state figures presented to the Appropriations Committee-that the
total forces supplied by the 15 other nations was less than 45,000, and
that while we didn't do it for all of them, I think the record will
show that we did give a considerable number logistical support and
carried a considerable share of the burden of supporting and equipping at least a portion of those troops who were furnished.
Secretary DULLES. We did in fact bear a large part of that expense,
because of the fact that the troops went there, they were equipped
by us, and while we have I believe sent some bills in, in the main
those bills have not been paid, largely because of the inability of
some of the countries, particularly South American countries, to find

the dollar exchange which would be required.
That has been the case in reference to Columbia, for example. I
think in developing the problem which you raise, it certainly deserves
the question of how
very careful and constructive treatment, that is,
the expense shall be borne. If, for instance, the expense of that. could
be spread over the United Nations in the sane way that the budget
is met, or something of that sort, some formula. might. be found so
that if an emergency came, nations could act knowing that that
would not necessarily involve them in an expense which thlev could
not foresee, or perhaps could not bear if they did foresee it.. In other
words, it would be well to have it known in advance perhaps how
the burden of these expenses are carried by an assessment and so
forth, so that that, will not be a delaying factor when an emergency

ar ses.
When an emergency arises, you want to get. your troops there quick.
A man there quickly is worth niany men later on, after you perhaps
have had initial defeats and have had to recover your position, and
that, is not a time when it is useful to spend money in haggling about
how the legistical expenses shall be borne.
Senator KNOWLAND. There is one request I would like to make,
which could be furnished either by our staff or the Department. So
that, we will have some present-day figures. I would like to get a list
of each of the members of the United Nations, and their latest populations figures, so that we might have that as part of the record.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
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List of members of the United ,\ations and their population
Member state

Afghanistan
Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

Population

12,000, 000
17, 884, 926
8, 538, 734
8, 703, 119
3, 019, 031
52,645,479
16, 823, 789

Member state

Population

Lebanon
Liberia---------------Luxembourg Mexico
Netherlands
New ZealandNicaragua ....
Norway

10, 400, 000
Canada
14, 009, 429
Chile
5, 932, 292
China
480,000,000
Colombia-------------11,768, 430
Costa Rica_
838,084
4, 778, 583
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
12, 513,000
Denmark
4, 281, 275
Dominican Republic
2, 121, 083
Ecuador
3, 076,933
Egypt -18,966, 767
El Salvador ------------1,855,917
Ethiopia
15. 000, 000
France
42,369, 000
Greece
7,603, 599
Guatemala
2, 787, 030
Haiti
3, 111, 973
Honduras
1, 533, 625
Iceland
146, 540
India
356, 891,624
Indonesia
60, 727, 233
Iran
19, 139,563
Iraq
4, 799, 500
Israel................
1,607,000

Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines

__

Poland
Saudi Arabia -----------Sweden
Syria
Thailand
Turkey
Ukrainian

Soviet

Social-

ist RepublicUnion of South Africa--Union of Soviet Socialist

1,246, 580
2,500,000
298, 578
25, 706, 458
10, 328,343
1,823, 796
1,057, 023
3, 278, 546
75, 842, 165
805, 285
1,405, 627
8, 492, 873
19, 234, 182
24,976,926
2, 000, 000
7,099, 204
3, 252, 687
17, 517, 742
20, 936, 524
38, 500, 000
12, 646, 375

Republics
143, 194, 778
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland
48, 998, 876
United States of America- 150,697, 361
Uruguay
2,353, 000
Venezuela
4, 985, 716
Yemen
4, 500, 000
Yugoslavia
15,772, 098

Source: Statesmen's Yearbook, 1953.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that all?
Senator KNOWLAND. That is all.
POSSIBLE CHANGES IN

TIE CHARTER AND THEIR EFFECT

Senator COOPFR. Mr. Secretary, I suppose that there may be some
who will have higher hopes about the possible revision than may
actually be true. Is it not correct that if revisions should be agreed
upon by Congress, those revisions must finally be approved by twothirds of the members, and by all of the 11 members of the Security
Council?
Secretary DuILiS. No. My recollection is, it has to be approved
by the five permanent members.,
Senator COOPER. Russia, if it so desired, could veto any revision.
Secretary DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator COOPER. Some are fearful that the executive branch or some
other nation may make changes which will affect the United States,
perhaps without the protection of the Congress of the United States.
Is it not correct that no revisions could come into effect unless ratified
by the Senate of the United States?
Secretary DuLLEs. Yes, Senator Cooper. Any amendment of the
charter would be an amendment of a treaty, which would in effect be
a new treaty, and it would have to go through the constitutional proc-
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esses of being consented to by the United States Senate, by a two-thirds
vote.
Senator COOPER. There is no possibility, then, that some other coun-

try, opposing our policy, could bring about any change in the chapter
without the Senate having a chance to ratify it?
Secretary DULLES. That is correct.
U. N. ACTION DEPENDENT UPON WILL OF MEMBERS

Senator COOPER. Would you say, s'ir, that there may be too much

emphasis placed upon the structure of the United Nations with respect
to revision? Is it a true statement that with the Security Council
rendered ineffective by the use of the veto, what action is taken by the
United Nations depends more upon the will of members than it does
upon the procedural provisions of the charter.
Secretary DULLES. I doubt very much whether at the present state
of world affairs it is possible to have an organization which will take
any vigorous or strong action except as that is consistent with the will
of the members. Of course, the will is influenced by the fact. that the
action by the organization itself is an element which every nation takes
into account in making up its own mind.
You may recall that the Security Council resolution with respect
to Korea, which was taken, as Senator Knowland has pointed out,
because the Soviet Union was at that moment boycotting the Security
Council, that was not a requirement of action, it was in the form of a
recommendation, and the General Assembly, under the charter, can
only make recommendations. In other words, the United Nations,
through the General Assembly, cannot command, it can only recommend, and in fact it is unlikely that the Security Council, in my opinion, would try to command nations to do what they would be unwilling to do.
I think in such a test of strength the United Nations would perhaps
not succeed, since to a very considerable extent the United Nations
depends upon organizing, mobilizing world opinion, and then expecting with reasonable confidence that the decent members will respond
to world opinion and thus mobilize.
UNITED STATES POSITION (N

TIM VETO

Senator COOPER. Isn't it true that the United States, at the time of

the approval of the charter, was opposed to the veto?

Would you

mind stating, if you can, what the position is today with respect to

the veto?
Secretary DULLES. At the time of the San Francisco Conference,
the United States was bound in relation to the other members of the
Dumbarton Oaks Conference, that is, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom. and China, to proposals which carried the veto quite far.
Perhaps I should amend that by saying it was not merely the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, but the decisions which were reached at the
Yalta Conference also.
Now, the delegation which went to San Francisco would have been
disposed to take a somewhat more liberal view on the veto, but we
did not feel that we were warranted in going very far in that respect,
or in departing from the agreed position with the Soviet Union, the
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United Kingdom, and China, which had been arrived at before the
delegation was created, and before the San Francisco Conference was
held.
There was at that time, as you will recall, a very strong opposition
on the part of the smaller countries against the veto. That was led
by Australia, and some of the South American countries, and they
accepted the veto only very reluctantly, and as I have suggested, on
the implied promise that the whole matter would be reviewed after
10 years of experience.
Today the executive branch of the Government is very largely
guided by the provisions of the so-called Vandenberg resolution which
called for the elimination of the veto particularly with respect to two
matters, that is, the admission of new members, and with respect to
chapter VI, dealing with the pacific settlement of international
disputes.
There is nothing in chapter VI which can be compulsory or which
seriously touches any nation's sovereignty. It means merely the
setting up of procedures for arbitration, good offices, and things of
that sort, and it is hard to say really why there should be a veto sought
by any country upon those processes.
Similarly, Ihave indicated, I think, that the veto over the admission of new members has had very disastrous results. The United
Nations at the time of the San Francisco Conference, represented in
fact a very large percentage of all the powers that there were in the
world. That is because of the recent defeat of the Axis Powers, and
the fact that they were in defeat deprived them of power of their
own. Since then, their power has come back, they are coming back
as important members of the world community. There are other
countries that have only come into being since that time, and if you do
not adjust the United Nations to the developments of that character
which have been going on ,n the world, then the United Nations
ceases to be what it professes to be in the way of a world organization.
You cannot go on forever excluding from participation in the United
Nations-let's take the three Axis Power, just as one illustration,
Germany, Italy, and Japan. They are resuming important roles in
the world, and I believe that one of the most essential things to do.
at this review conference is to find some way for bringing countries
like that in, countries who could surely obtain the two-thirds vote
of the General Assembly, and who are only precluded from membership by the Soviet veto.
Senator COOPER. That is all, thank you.
The CHfAMRMAN. Senator Sparkman.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Secretary, I was oing to ask you about the
same thing. I appreciate the stqatement you nave riven.
I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if it might not be well at this point in the
record to insert the Vandenberg resolution which was passed, as I
recall it, unanimously by the Senate.
Secretary DULLES. Not quite unanimously. I think there were 4
votes.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, 64 to 4.

The CHAMMAN. All right, so ordered.
(The Vandenberg resolution is as follows:)
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THE VANDENBERG RESOLuTION, JUNE 11, 1948
[S. Res. 239, 80th Cong., 2d sess.]

Whereas peace with justice and the defense of human rights and fundamental
freedoms require international cooperation through more effective use of the
United Nations: Therefore be it
Re8olved, That the Senate reaffirm the policy of the United States to achieve
international peace and security through the United Nations so that armed

force shall not be used except in the common interest, and that the President
be advised of the sense of the Senate that this Government, by constitutional
process, should particularly pursue the following objectives within the United
Nations Charter:
(1) Voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions involving
pacific settlement of international disputes and situations, and from the admission of new members.
(2) Progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements
for individual and collective self-defense in accordance with the purposes,
principles, and provisions of the Charter.
(3) Association of the United States, by constitutional process, with such
regional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its national security.
(4) Contributing to the maintenance of peace by making clear its determination to exercise the right of individual or collective self-defense under article
51 should any armed attack occur affecting its national security.
(5) Maximum efforts to obtain agreements to provide the United Nations with
armed forces as provided by the Charter, and to obtain agreement among member nations upon universal regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate and dependable guaranty against violation.
(6) If necessary, after adequate effort toward strengthening the United
Nations, review of the Charter at an appropriate time by a General Conference
called under article 109 or by the General Assembly.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Secretary. I think you have given us a

very fine statement on the United Nations.

I know of no one better

qualified to do that, because of your close connection with it through
all the years.
Of course, as you pointed out, the United Nations has not sustained the high hopes that we may have had in it, in the beginning,
but in spite of all the failures, have you ever felt that the world would
be better off without it than with it?
Secretary DULLES. I am convinced, as convinced as one can be in
such matters which involve speculation, I believe that we would either
be in or almost inevitably committed to another world war if it were
not for the existence of the United Nations.
Senator SPARKMAN. You think in spite of its shortcomings it has
been well worth while?
Secretary DULLES. I feel absolutely confident, Senator Sparkman,
that if it had not been for this organization which brought together
these prospectively warring elements, if each had operated in a closed
compartment of its own, the frictions, the difficulties would have become so acute that a general war would have to be rated as very

likely, instead of as I rate it today, unlikely.

IMPROVEMENTS POSSIBLE WITHOUT REVISION

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Secretary, you have pointed out that even
if a conference is held, and proposals are made, there is no assurance

that the charter will be revised in that matter. Even assuming that
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there is no revision as a result of the conference, might not the proposals that are arrived at be useful suggestions for the General
Assembly?
Secretary DuLus. I believe, Senator Sparkman, that many of the
most desirable things can be accomplished by procedures short of a
formal revision of the charter.
I have already discussed, in answer to Senator Knowland's question,
a way in which perhaps the General Assembly could exert, a powerful restraining influence on violations of the charter terms by exercising its own prerogatives, just as in our Congress here each body is
the judge of the qualifications of its Members. It is not possible for
either the Senate or for the Congress to deny the right of a State to
representation, but if a State is represented by people, who are judged
to be unqualified, it can do something about it."
Now, there is a matter which perhaps is not useful to go into fully
at this time, but there is a distinction between the membership of a
state and the right of certain people to represent that state. That
issue comes up particularly in relation to China. China is a charter
member of the United Nations. Much of China today is under a rile
of a regime which seems to disregard all of the. principles of the
United Nations.
Now, it may be that in the General Assembly, it can do nothing
about China at the moment. We don't want to do anything about
China, because we believe China is adequately represented in the
United Nations by the Nationalist Government of China, which we
believe represents the true aspirations and hopes of the Chinese people, but one can imagine a situation where, for example, a member
falls wholly under the control of a regime which disregards the principles of the charter.
Now, there is no other government to represent the real aspirations
of the people. There should be, and rightly, I think, under those circumstances, some way to challenge the right of that government to
sit, act, and speak in the General Assembly even though under the
charter structure as it now is, it is not always possible to expel that
nation as such from membership because of the possible. exercise of
the veto power.
Now, that illustrates the kind of thing which I think can be, very
usefully considered, and if a situation is arrived at where youi can't,

accomplish a reasonably fair result through technical charter amendment, it may very well be possible to agree on procedures which
would get a very large part of the desired result.
The question of the admission of new members is another matter
which we have given a great deal of thought to in the State Department. I have felt that if a state is deprived of the full rights of
membership by reason of the veto and it is not possible to do away
with the veto power in that respect, again the General Assembly might
establish a sort of associate membership or something of that sort
which would invite these countries to come in and take part in the
proceedings, to express their views, and to record their votes.
I believe that many of the essential changes can be achieved by new
procedures which are permissible within the scope of the chart'.
Now, it would be much neater and cleaner to do it by charter amendment, but if that process is frustrated by the fact that the five permanent members have the veto power on amendments, then other ways
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can be found, and let me say this, that the very fact that other ways
can be found is itself a potent influence against the abuse of the veto,
with respect to some of these matters that we are talking about.
I am not at all hopeless of being able to bring about some charter
amendments of importance, despite the existence of a Soviet veto
power.
INCREASING FUNCTIONS OF TIlE GENFARAL ASSEMBLY

Senator SPARKMAN. Isn't it true that the functioning of the General

Assembly since the adoption of the "Uniting for Peace Resolution"
which you steered through, has illustrated the very point that you
have mentioned?
Secretary DuiLi.Eis. Yes, sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. And since that time, hasn't there been a tendency for the power of the Security Council, which, as you so well
pointed out, is the only place where the veto lies, to be decreased to
the extent that many things are being handled in the General
Assembly?
Secretary DULLES. The center of gravity has certainly shifted away
fron the Security Council and toward the General Assembly.
Senator KNOWLAND. Will the Senator yield at this point?
,Senator SPARKMAN. Yes.
Senator KNOWLAND. The Secretary hit on a very interesting prob-

lem. There might be set up in effect. certain qualifications of membership. Let's take the case of a country which had a democratic
government but, overnight a coup d'etat, either Fascist, or Communist
in character, has taken place.

Might not some exploration be given to the idea that that country
could not claim to succeed to U. N. membership until there had been a

United Nations supervised election within the country, which would
require at least a period of apprenticeship, and would also make
(.ertain that the coup d'etat had a confirmation in a free and open
election before they could claim the right of membership?
Secretary DULTES. That could very well be explored, Senator Know-

land. I will see to it that from the standpoint of the State Department,
it is explored.
Senator KNOWLAND. Thank you.
ARMED FORCES FOR THE U. N.

Senator Si'fK,,.

Mr. Secretary, going to this Korean situation

for just one question, is not the weakness in handling the Korean
situation largely due to the fact that the United Nations had never
exercised fully the powers given to it under article 43 and set up an

armed force that it could use to meet aggression?
Senator DULLES. Yes.
Senator SPARKI.ANx. That has not been done yet, fully, but certainly

the General Assembly is capable of doing that, is it not?
Secretary Dumx-Es. Actually, Senator Sparkman, one of the features of the Uniting for Peace Resolution was the establishment of a
collective measures committee, which was designed to do that very
thing. In other words, to explore the question of what the contribu42435-54-pt. 1-4
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tion is, or what contributions members would be prepared to make
with a view to having at the disposal of the United Nations, forces
that could be counted on in the absence of the establishment of the
collective force, which is envisioned by article 43.
Now, I am bound to say that the work of that committee has not
gone ahead with as much success as we hoped at the time, but there
are large potentialities there which can be developed.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Secretary, while the Soviet Union could
veto any proposed amendment to the charter, they cannot veto the
calling of the conference.
Secretary DuIJLES. That is correct.
Senator SP \RKMAN. Or any other state.

Secretary
Senator

DULLES. No.

SPARKMAN.

I don't know whether you would care to an-

swer this or not.
PROSPECT OF SOVIET AGREEMENT TO REVISION

Do you consider it likely that any amendment could be proposed
which the Soviet Union would not veto?
Secretary DuLLs. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. As I understand, you are not ready to announce the individual proposals yet.
Secretary Du-u-as. No. It would very largely depend upon the
pressures of world opinion at the time.
Now, at San Francisco, as I pointed out in my opening statement,
there was a gentlemen's agreement, so-called, between the nations
which presented the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, that neither would
depart from those proposals without the agreement of the others,
and in that sense the Soviet Union had a veto power over any changes
from the Dumbarton Oaks proposals.
Nevertheless, it aerreed to a number of changes, although those
changes were not of the kind which it liked at all.
There were two changes that I recall particularly, one in relation
to the Security Council, and another in relation to the Assembly,
which were violently opposed by the Soviet Union, and finally they
gave in almost at the last moment. I remember in one case we indicated that the United States would not, exert any influence to try
to prevent the alteration from the Dumbarton Oaks proposals unless
the Soviet Union agreed to what we felt was a reasonable response
to the pressure from the smaller countries, and finally it reached a
point where we felt we had to put a deadline. on this at 12 o'clock
noon on a certain day. I can remember very well that Mr. Gromvko
called up just a few minutes before tfiat 12 o'clock noon deadline
to .qav that they had agreed to accept it.
There is a measurable response in the Soviet Union to world opinion.
There seems to be in many quarters a feeling that the Soviet rulers,
because they are dictators and despotic, do not pay attention to world
opinion. Actually they pay far more attention to world opinion than
most of us realize. They spend far more money trying to create
world opinion that would be favorable to them than any other nation.
They spend prob,blv 10 times as much as we spend on that, and they
realize full well the importance to them of world opinion. They are
always putting out proposals and statements as to how they love
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peace, and so forth and so on, to win world opinion, and they don't
want openly to break with world opinion, so that I am not discouraged
at all at the possibilities of having some changes here, if they seem
reasonable and if they have a strong backing from world opinion.
ADVISABILITY OF A NEW CHARTER

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Secretary, do you think serious consider-

ation should be given to giving the conference authority to report out
an entirely new charter which might be acted upon de novo by all
of the states?
Secretary DULLES. I would doubt very much the desirability of
that. You would open a Pandora's box, and I feel confident that
once the ties of the present charter were broken, it would not be easily
possible to bring together in a new organization any large percentage
of the present membership.
STATE DEPARTMENT PREPARATIONS FOR CHARTER REVIEW

What work is being done in the Department of
State to get ready for the possibilities of the review conference?
Senator

SPARKMAN.

Secretary DULLES. A very considerable amount of work is being

done. Mr. Key, the new Assistant Secretary for United Nations
Affairs, is here with me. He is largely conducting the work. I
anticipate that as we approach the date of conference, it may be
desirable to establish a group which will be able to devote all of its
time to working on this problem, maintaining contacts, with the
Senate, the House, and with private organizations that are working

on this matter.

I think it will become a quite engrossing subject

prior to 1956, and we are prepared to deal wit h it on that assumption.
Senator Si'ARKMAN. You said 1956, did you mean 1955 ?
Secretary DULLES. No.
Snator SPARKM.N. Won't it. come up in 1955 ?
Secretary DTIJLES. The question of whether to hold the conference
itself will come up in 1955, but. the conference itself presumably will
not, be held until 1956.
ATTITUDES OF OTHER COUNTRIES TOWARD REVIEW

Are any steps being taken to determine the
attitude of other governments toward charter revisions?
Secretary DuLL.ES. Only to the extent that there was a considerable
exchange of views on an informal basis at the last. session of the General Assembly. That. session passed a resolution dealing with the
prospective holding of a review conference, instructing the Secretary
General to prepare data which would be useful for the members to
Senator

SPARKM:AN.

have in preparation for that conference.
That particular resolution, which implied that the review conference would be held, was adopted by a vote of 52 to 5, so that it
can be inferred from that, that there was general acceptance, and
indeed a hearty welcome to the idea of holding a review conference.
Senator

SPARKIMAN.

A good many private groups have indicated

their interest in the work of this subcommittee, and in the
Secretary DULLES. Excuse me.

May I correct the record?

actual vote was 54 to 5, whereas I said 52 to 5.

The
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDY BY PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

Senator SPARKMAN. Do you have any suggestions as to the type

of planning studies or discussion programs that might profitably be
undertaken by these private groups that are interested?
Secretary DULLES. The work, I would say, falls broadly speaking
into two classes: one, a technical problem of taking up the charter
article by article, studying it in the light of experience, and a very
considerable study has been begun in that respect by, I believe, it is
the Brookings Institution. That was primarily instituted under the
auspices of Mr. Leo Pasvolsky, who was one of the leaders in the drafthig of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, and who had a very encyclopedic knowledge of this problem. Unfortunately, he died about a year
ago, but I believe that a technical work of that sort can usefully be
pursued.
Then you have got the task of educating, in a way, American opinion,
and on the other hand, being educated by American opinion. This
participation in the United Nations is far more than a technical matter. It has got to be a participation which carries with it the full
support and sympathy and understanding of the American people.
We want to make the charter more responsive to what the American
people want it to be, and in order to do that, we have got to find out
what it is that the American people want. In that respect, this subcommittee can play a very important role.
There are any number of organizations, such as the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, for example, which has taken steps
to try to initiate study groups in other countries of the world so that
this matter will not come before the review conference as a purely
governmental matter, but where the force of public opinion in other
countries will express itself.
I think it might be helpful if the committee was to ask Mr. Johnson, the president of that organization, to report to you what is being
done along that line. I am not very familiar with it at the present
time, myself. It is a work which I got under way when I was chairman of the board of the Carnegie Endowment.
Perhaps that answers your question adequately.
Senator SPARKMAN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Gillette.
Senator GILLETTE.

Mr. Secretary, first may I say that all the mem-

bers of this committee, including myself, are tremendously pleased
with your statement calling attention to the difficulties but expressing
hope.
I am also very much pleased with the statement that the United
Nations, as it is, is better than no United Nations at all, which is
in very strong accord with the President's statement last November.
UNITED STATES POSITION ON VETO AT SAN FRANCISCO

I want to make one brief comment, and then ask two questions.
The comment is this: In the discussion of the veto power between
the Secretary and the members here, I think it is well for history to
remember that the insistence on the veto came from the United States.
Secretary till came back from the preliminary discussions at Mos-
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cow with the Moscow declaration, giving the assurance that we would
take preparatory steps for discussions at Dumbarton Oaks and at
the San Francisco Conference.
Those discussions were carried on day after day. The junior Senator from Iowa happened to be a member of the Senate group in these.
Recognizing as we (lid the difficulties and dangers of the veto, it was
the unanimous belief of our group of eight Senators that we could
not get a provision through the United States Senate unless there
was a veto power protecting the United States.
Now, these are the two questions. I am sure of your answer, but
I want the answer in the record.
The Secretary will recall that I introduced a resolution a year ago
calling for, and urging us to take the initiative in calling a conference
In(ler section 109. The State Department, I think very logically
and very properly, raised two objections: One was that it was premathre and the other was that section 109 (1) provided that a date and
place for the revision Conference should be fixed by two-thirds of
the members of the generall Assembly, and by a vote of any seven
members of the Security Council while under subsection 3 of section
109 it could be arranged by a vote of a, majority of the General
Assembly.
RATIFICATION

OF CHANGES NEEDED UNDER SECTION

109

Subsection 2 of article 109 says:
Any alteration of the pIresent charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of the
(onfereice shall take effect wheii ratified in accordance with their respective
constitutional processes l)y two-thirds of the members of the United Nations
imluding all the permanent members of the Security Council.

Would you say that subsection 2 applies to a conference called under
subsection 3, as well as under subsection 1 ?
Secretary DULLES. That is my opillion, Senator Gillette, that. subsection 2, which provides that any alteration of the present charter
r'ecomnmnded by a vote of the Conference, that applies to the Conference whether it be hal under subsection 1 or subsection 3. Subsection 3 in a sense refers back to subsection 1 by saying, if such a
Conference is iot to be held, in other words, subsection 3 merely
changes the procedure for calling the Conference into being, but is
is still essentially the Conference contemplated by subsection 1.
Senator GILLYrET. I ani sure that. yours is a. proper legal conclusion,
but I wanted it it, the recor(, in case the question should be raised
later.
IMPROVEMENTS PO1SSIBLEP WITHUi.TT REVISION

In your statement, Mr. Secretary, one matter gives me a little con-

cern-you discussed it also with Senator Cooper and with Senator
Sparkman-and that is the question of whether we can reach sufficient corrective action under the present charter Without revision.
As the Secretary knows, there are an increasing number of people

who felt that the charter is inadequate and we should get out. of the
United Nations. I know I receive hundreds of letters saying
"It doesn't work; it never will work; let's get out of it; let's withdraw
from membership."
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You say in your statement:
It is in my opinion important that the United States should approach this
problem of charter review with recognition that the charter as it is can be
made to serve well the cause of international peace and justice. The defects
in the charter can. to a cnnsiderable extent, be corrected by practices which
are permissible under the charter.

My question, Mr. Secretary, is., don't you feel that your statement
that "we can perhaps correct most of the defects without any charter
revisions" is one of defeatism, of lack of confidence in the work that

we are trying to do?
Secretary DuLLES. No.

It is not intended to be that way.

On

the contrary. I intended it to be an indication of hopefulness.
As I said, I think in response to the question put to me by Senator
Sparkman, the fact that there are alternative ways of getting things
done is one of your greatest strengths. I find particularly in dealing with the Soviet that if there is no alternative way of accomplishing the result you want, then they are apt to stymie voui. They are
more apt to be amenable if there are alternatives, and I believe that
the Soviet. approach to this review conference will be more constructive and more cooperative if they realize that a veto by them of the
straightforward constructive way to get these things done will not be
the last word, but that there will be other ways in which we can
perhaps accomplish the result which the great majority of the human
race wants to see accomplished.
I believe the existence of that alternative strengthens our hand in
the Conference, instead of being an element of what you call defeatism.
Senator GmTLrFrE. That is all.

Thank you, sir.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Holland.
Senator HOLLAND. Mr. Secretary, I thoroughly agree with your
last statement, that the existence of alternative methods of 'Procedure
should strengthen our hand, if we should ask for reasonable changes
in the charter.
SCOPE OF SENATE STUDY

I should like to refer at this time to the last clause in the preamble of
Senate Resolution 126 which states:
Whereas the establishment and development of regional security arrangements and agencies in accordance with article 53 of the charter have raised
questions as to the relationship of such regional security organizations with
the United Nations-

and to the body of the resolution, which on page 3, directs this subcommittee to make a full and complete study of proposalsto amend, revise or otherwise modify or change existing International peace and
security organizations-organizations being in the pluralfor the purpose of guiding the Senate in the fulfillment of its responsibility,
under the second paragraph of section 2 of article II of the Constitution, to
advise the President with respect to the foreign policy of the United States,
and particularly with reference to the policy of the United States at the General
Conference of the United Nations for review of the charter to be held In accordance with article 109 of chapter XVIII of the charter.
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it is my view, and I am asking if this is also your view, that the
"cope of this study and also the scope of any program of the United
States for the consideration of this general question in 1955 does
embrace the effectiveness of the regional security arrangements and
agencies which have been developed in accordance with the charter,
such aLs NATO and the Rio Pact, both of which are referred to on the
seventh page of your statement. A consideration of the effectiveness
of those organizations, the only ones now available for any real
security reliance, in the event of threat of war, undoubtedly is under
the study of your Department, and is certainly under the study of
this committee under the terms of its resolution.
Ain I correct in that assumption?
Secretary DULLES. Yes, sir. I think certainly under the terms of
this resolution, it is entirely competent for your subcommittee to look
into such questions as the relationship of these security organizations,
such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Organization
of American States, under the Rio Pact, and the relationships between
those bodies and the United Nations.
I might also refer to another matter which I think deserves some
consideration, although I am not prepared to testify about it here
today, and that is the status of some of the affiliated agencies which
are not technically a part of the United Nations, but which were in a
sense offspring of the United Nations.
I am referring to such organizations as UNESCO, the World
Health Organization, and bodies of that character.
There is a rather curious, and I think inadequate control over those
bodies, and I think they are perhaps not sufficiently integrated into
the controls, budgetary and otherwise, which could be established
by the United Nations itself. I believe that whole galaxy of satellites
which revolves around the United Nations deserves some consideration, although those bodies are not themselves technically organs of
the United Nations.
Senator HOLLAND. I have one more question. I noted in your statenent with pleasure the fact that you stated:
The Executive welcomes this coordinate action of the Senate in studying the

problems which will confront such a Conference-

meaning the review Conference of 1955.
You did not mean to exclude, I take it, but intended to include into
that statement the welcoming of our study of NATO, the Rio Pact,
the arrangements in the Pacific, and all other matters by which we
are now relying for security upon regional organizations, regional organizatins made in thorough accord with the United Nations pact,
but created largely because that is the only alternative now existing
for us in view of the failure of the United Nations to create a collective force under section 43. Am I correct in this?
Secretary DULLES. Yes, sir; I entirely agree. Some questions came
lip of that nature when I was here testifying before the Foreign Relations Committee a few days ago, in reference to theKorean security
pact, and Senator Gillette then asked me some questions which brought
out the relationship of that pact, for example, to the United Nations
Charter.
I believe that it is not only technically within the competence of this
subcommittee, as I read its'mandate, but it is also very desirable that
this relationship between the security organization, and the regional
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organizations of the United Nations should be thoroughly examined by
your subcommittee.
Senator HOLLAND. I appreciate that statement, and I think it is not
only thoroughly within the purview of the resolution that that be
done, but since the primary purpose of the resolution is clearly stated,
to examine measures affecting the security of the United States, those
measures upon which we now rely primarily for security, these
regional arrangements are probably of very great importance for
investigation under this resolution.
Secretary DuLhEs. Yes, sir.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. We are very glad to have Senator Fulbright here.

Are there any questions, Senator ?
EXAGGERATED CRITICISM OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity.
I am not a member of the subcommittee, but there is one observation
I would like to make, because I happened to travel very extensively ill
the West. I was very disturbed about the feeling, that Senator
Gillette referred to, of futility and repulsion to the United Nations
a feeling that is is no good, and it is a failure.
I think a lot of work needs to be done in this country on publicizing
the truth about the United Nations, as you did in your very excellent
statement.
There is constant criticism about our allies making no contributions
in Korea, and in a sense it is true. But what has not been properly
pointed out, because it isn't a very popular thing to point out, is that
the two principal allies we had who were able to make any substantial contributions were fighting elsewhere such as France in IndoChina. It has never been said often enough that France was engaged in a war, comparable to our own. Compared to France's size
and material wealth, it seems to me she made a contribution. and
suffered losses in Indo-China quite comparable to our losses in Korea.
Don't you think that is true?
Secretary DuLLEs. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. The number of her casualties, and the amount
that she spent in that war is as much, if not more, in proportion to
her size and capacity, as ours in Korea. Great Britain had quite a
similar engagement in Malaya., in support of her forces in the Middle
East, in Suez, and in other places.
Now, when you get beyond those two, the fact of the matter is,
none of the other allies, as you said, were capable of maintaining any
substantial contributions, not even capable of sending them there,
were they willing to.
Two strong nations, Germany and Japan are not U. N. members.
Italy was a former enemy, and is without aniy force of great size.
Isn't that true, that none of the rest of the U. N. members had any
capacity to do anything very substantial?
Secretary DULLES. I would not want to be held as feeling entirely
satisfied with everything that all of the members did. I think somie
of them could have been doing more than they did.
On the other hand, you were certainly correct in saying that t]e
matter has been to some extent seen through false glasses.
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Senator FURIimiiT''. rI'lit Is wlhat I nean.

Secretary DULLES. Here in this country we have just focusedI on
tlat, and not taken ilnto account the world-wide sul)port which other
countries were assuming in other parts of the world. I could say
also that our own -Joint Cllefs of Staff were not particularly eager
to see the potential defenses of the free world in certain areas greatly
weakened so as to concentrate everything on Korea.
Now, if we had thrown all the available strength of the free world
into Korea, we would have been playing the game of the Communists,
because then they undoubtedly would have broken out somewhere else.
We had to keel) an overall world balance in this matter. That is a
factor which has not been adequately taken into account by public
opinion in certain parts of the country.
1)I5IIATSIONMEINT IN

TilE UT.

N.

Senator 1,'uLi
That is the only l)Oiplt I want to make. There
Tiiai'.
is a regular campaign on, particularly in southern California, in Los
Angeles, discrediting the United Nations. It has been in all the
papers. You feel it more. when you are out there and read in the
press, "The U. N. is a complete failure; it is not any good; none of
the other U. N. members made any contributions; we carried the
whole thing and suffered all the casualties," and so forth.
It is a matter of degree. I feel, as you do, about the importance
of the U. N., and I think it too bad that the Americans, having taken
a very big and creditable part in its creation, are becoming so disillusioned. 1 (lon't think they are justified in being disillusioned. I grant,
as you sail, that their hopes were entirely too high in the beginning.
No oe should have believed tlat the signing of a treaty would solve
all the problems at one time. You might as well say that Christianity
should have eliminated all the evil in the world, and yet not many
people advocate that we withdraw from the church.
Secretary DuiLEs. Could I put it this way, Senator Fulbright:
1 believe that the vital interests of the United States would have
justified our taking this action alone, if we had had to. I was in that
)art of the world at. the time the attack occurred. I was in Japan, and
I felt very strongly that this was a measure which, unless we resisted it.
would have undermined the entire position of thle United States in the
western Pacific, and driven back our defense lines either to the Pacific
seaboard or certainly to Hawaii. Ihlerefore, I believe tlat the vital
interests of the United States were sufficiently at stake so that if we
hlad lhad to (1o it, we would have been justified il doing it alone.
N)w, the fact Iliat the Ilited Nations was tlere relieved us of a
e')lSideraJ)le measure of effort. We w()uld 1Ia ye uIIduobtedlv hIave
lad t.o have at least tw,)l ore divisions iMi lorea if we lid been
(doig it alolle. We would hayv, 111( to 1)1t ()li t a verv coi1sileral,
a(l(ition-i amount of econoiic anl financial sill)port i' we ha( been
(101i1 g it alone. becai('se other nations made v(,rv c nsi (erable c:,nlribilions to the effort, as well as t lie eliv-mi 4 :al)ilt tw,( fighting
di ]ISn. So t lint if ol tiInit
cum (lthta
te
7ntdSae
al-ea(X\' as recei,edl, tlrouglh t1me activities o)f ll,, Inild Nations and
tl, contribute ions tlhat otler ellvli
!)mbr. , lve 11:1(lt0, Ilie Cst o,,t l l"
511j)I )ort
I-lite
U nited Natj-itia
111111,
111,i1N tiit'
'5e.a(1. :1l
peo})le
12 1:2
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wlho say the United Nations is no good and is not worth the money
that we contribute each year to keep the United Nations going, fail to
take into account this very simple fact, that in my opinion if there
had not been a United Nations, we could have carried on this effort
alone and it would have cost us many, many times what our contribution in the United Nations has cost.
Senator FuuIiPGlIT. Don't you think the very fact that such countries as Turkey did participate in this common effort has been of
very great moral value to us. That is,the identification of their
effort with ours, through the U. N., even in a small way, is worth a
great deal, if there is ever to be a united free world?

Secretary DULLES. I agree with you.
Senator FuiBRIGHT. It is a circumstance of great psychological and
moral value.

Secretary DULLES. That is correct.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is all.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you are going on a trip, and we give
and e olle
tri
rcngo
you our blessings and Godspeed.
In relation to the United Nations, recently there have been polls
taken indicating that by and large the American public recognize that
we cannot live alone, and that we are in a world that has been contracted by our own ingenuity and made very small. It is important
that we try to get the free-thinking people of the world to pull

to gether.
The opponents of the United Nations are in the minority, according
to these polls. Even out in sections which were very isolated, apparently they were misrepresented in relation to their sentiment. Out
there the polls show that the common folks recognize that they are
closer to attack than New York City, by the great circle route. It is
significant to me, at least, that the common man is recognizing far
better the world situation than a lot of the so-called big shots.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, before we close, the Secretary
mentioned something that I think is very pertinent, along the lines
that you and Senator Fulbright brought out, and that is, the failure
on the part of the people to understand all of the facts.
RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO THE UNITED NATIONS

For instance, you mentioned these specialized organizations, such
as UNESCO, WHO, and many others. I think a great many people
think they are a part of the United Nations.
I wonder if it would not be helpful if we had a statement prepared
to be inserted in the record at this point explaining just what the
relationship of the United Nations is to these various organizations.
Secretary DULTJES. This point which I raised about these other
agencies, as a matter of fact, I know has given very considerable concern to Ambassador Lodge, and I would welcome the insertion of the
matter which you suggest, in the record at this point.
(The following additional inforimd ion was si0bseqtivinily filrnished:)
UNITED

NATIONS

RELiATIONS

VITI 'I'l

E SPECIALIZED

AGENCIES

There are at present the following 10 autonomous speialized agencies established by inte-rgovernmental agreement with their own constitutions and budgets:
International Labor b,,-1ii iz:t1 loi, F'ood an;d Agienilture Organization, United
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Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, International Civil
Aviation Organization, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Monetary Fund, World Health Organization, United Postal
Union, International Telecommunications Union, and World Meteorological
Organization.
Article 57 of the Charter of the U. N. provides that the various specialized
agencies, established by intergovernmental agreement and having wide international responsibilities as defined in their basic instruments in economic, social,
cultural, educational, health and related fields, shall be brought into relationship
with the United Nations in accordance with the provisions of article (3.
This
article in turn provides that the Economic and Social Council may enter into
agreements with any of the agencies referred to in article 57 defining the terms
on which the agency shall be brought into relationship with the U. N.
The Economic and Social Council at its second session (1946) commenced
these negotiations and there are now agreements with the 10 existing specialized
agencies. These agreements, in accordance with the provisions of article 63,
have been approved by the General Assembly.
Article 58 provides that the organization shall make recommendations for
the coordination of the policies and activities of the specialized agencies. Further, article 63 provides that the Economic and Social Council may coordinate
the activities of the specialized agencies through consultation vith and re('ommendations to such agencies and through recommendations to the General
Assembly and to the menibers of the U. N.
In addition to these provisions of the charter relating to the pldicies and activities of the specialized agencies, article 17 (3) provides that the General Assembly
shall consider and approve any financial and budgetary arrangements with
specialized agencies and shall examine the administrative budgets of such
specialized agencies with a view to making recommendations to the agencies
concerned.
On the basis of these charter provisions and the agreements with the specialized agencies, a system of close cooperative working relationships has been
evolved which, while recognizing the constitutional autonomy and differing
memberships of the specialized agencies, provides a workable structure of
international action in the economic and social fields. Each year the specialized
agencies submit reports on their activities to the U. N. and practically every
session of the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council make
recommendations to one or more of the specialized agencies. The General Assembly's Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions examines the budgets of the specialized agencies and reports to the General Assembly
on them, pursuant to article 17 (3).
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Secretary DuL s. I am confident that Senator Lodge would testify,
if as I understand he is to aappear before this subcommittee. He is'
particularly qualified, I think, to express some views with reference
to that particular matter.
The CIAIR1AN. What about the suggestion of Senator Sparkman,
that we incorporate in the hearings a short diagram, together with a
complete exl)lanation?
Secretary DULLJES. It is a very complicated matter, and it pertains to
a, great many bodies. These specialized agencies in one sense of the
word can be held to include bodies such as the so-called World BankInteinat-ional Bank for Reconstruction and Development-and on the
other hand, there are these bodies which have a sort of charter which
emanates from the United Nations, but it is a kind of irrevocable
charter.
I recall I was on the delegation as an alternate member of the United
States delegation in the fall of 194( when these charters were granted.
I raised a, question at that time as to the nature of those charters,
because I think I remember saying it was like the charter of the Dartmouth College case. it was-' an irrevocable charter, with no reserve
power, and I thought the Uniited Nations should retain some reserve
power so that it would be able to keel) these bodies under some control.
But in fact the charter as drawn up, as I now recall, I haven't seen or
looked to study them since that day-my recollection is that those
charters were drawn u l ) virtually launching these bodies out in the
world as completely autonomous bodies, with no effective control, and
I believe the bodies would he really better able to discharge their intended functions if they were brought under some kind of control.
We are, all of us, better for being under control. We don't always
like it, but it. is a pretty healthy thing, and I believe that that is an
aspect of the natter which should be given consideration.
The CIAIRM.\N. Senator Cooper.
ATOMI('

ENERGY AND THE CHARTER

Senator COO}PER. Mr. Secretary, I want to ask you about a possible
study for this committee.
The President in his speech to the General Assembly pointed out
the necessity for further study on atomic energy. The two committees under the Security Council, one on control of atomic weapons, and
one on disarmament, have not been very effective.
In vien of this brought ul) by the President., do you think there is
ay possibility that thiis comittee might. try to review the. organizations In the Unite(d Nations which could discuss and make better
progress ill the field of atomic we.al)ons and also (lisarmanment?
Secretary DuTnIES. Yes, sir. I hinted at. that, I think, in my pre)ared statement. I di(ln't use the same wor(ls as I used in a speech
I miiade at Boston on the sulbject, where I said, in a sense. the Charter
of tie. United Nations was, in terms of armament and disarmament,
obsolete before it. came, into force, because the atomic explosion occurre(d after we lad (concluded our deliberations. I felt. very keenly
tlat if those facts had been known, if we had known much more about.
them. we woul(i hae dealt itnuch more fully and authoritativelv with
the question of armament. I think there is a real question as to
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whether or not it would not be desirable to have another subsidiary
organ of the United Nations which could deal constantly and fully
with this problem, and which would not be subject to the veto.
Now, your trusteeship council is not subject to veto, your social and
economic council is not subject to veto. If you could set up a new
organ comparable to those, and perhaps take it out from under the
Security Council, which has been plagued by vetoes, I think that
things like that deserve a place.
Senator COOPER. I just wanted to associate myself with your comment upon the value of the United Nations.
The CHAMA.W. If there are no further questions, the meeting stands
adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p. m., the subcommittee stood in recess,
subject to call of the Chair.)
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UNITED STATES SENAT):,
CoirrTTErKE ON FOREIN RELATIONS.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTEl-,

D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at Washington,
10: 35 a. in., in Old
Supreme Court room, United States Capitol, Senator Alexander Wiley
(chairman of the special subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Wiley (chairman), Ferguson, Cooper, Gillette,
and Mansfield.
Alsoyresent: Senator Smith, of New Jersey.
The UHAIR AN. The meeting will come to order. The Special Subcommittee on the United Nations Charter meets today for its third
public session. I might say that it is fitting that we should meet in
this historic room where so much real history has been written, not
only when it was the Senate of the United States, but when the
Supreme Court occupied it and rendered so many decisions that helped
shape the life of the Nation.
The subcommittee received the testimony of Secretary of State
Dulles in January, and it held a public hearing in Akron, Ohio, in
February of this year.
This subcommittee was instructed by Senate Resolution 126 to carry
on a study of proposals "to amend, revise, or otherwise modify or
change existing international peace and security organizations"' to
which the United States is a party, with particular emphasis on the
possibility of a general United Nations review conference to be held
after 1955. The subcommittee is to make a report to the Senate to help
it discharge its constitutional responsibility in the formulation of the
foreign policy of the United States.
PURPOSES OF THE SUBCOMMIrrEE

Before hearing from Ambassador Lodge today, there are several
points which I should like to make clear:
First, this subcommittee must be guided in its study by the paramount consideration of the security interests of the United States.
American participation in international organizations is justified
only when there is an advantage to America and the American people
in such participation. That was why we joined the United Nationsbecause we believed that it offered the best chance for the building of
a peaceful world in which our Nation would prosper and freedom
would persist.
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Second, this subcommittee is especially concerned with proposals to
review the United Nations Charter because in accordance with charter
terms, the question of holding a review conference will come before the
General Assembly in 1955. Secretary Dulles has indicated that he
expects the United States to support holding such a conference.
Third, if the United States is to go into this conference well-prepared, our representatives must be able to speak with authority for
the American people. That, in turn, means that the American people must tell their representatives what they want in the United Nations, and what they expect to be done there in relation to the charter.
Fourth, this subcommittee wants to hear what Americans have to
say. That is the purpose. We want to hear from those who want to
strengthen the United Nations, from those who oppose American participation in the United Nations, from those who have specific suggestions regarding amendment of the charter. We propose to hold
additional hearings outside of Washington so that we can learn from
the grassroots, from the American people, just what they want.
We have with us today our former colleague and good friend, Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr., who serves as our Ambassador accredited to the
United Nations. While I would not want to be accused of injecting
either a partisan or paternalistic note into this hearing, I think it is
well to recall that both United States Ambassadors to the United
Nations have been Republicans. They also both served their apprenticeship with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Senator
Austin, our distinguished former colleague, worked hard in developing the United Nations Charter and served the United States Government faithfully and well for some 6 years as our Ambassador to the
United Nations.
Ambassador Lodge, while a member of the Foreign Relations Committee, served with the American delegation to the United Nations
General Assembly. Since his appointment last year as Ambassador
to the United Nations, he has done an outstanding job. I know Ambassador Lodge well enough to be sure that we have in him a representative who is able in the forum of the. United Nations to protect and to
further the interests of this country.
Just one other thought. We all recognize, as we pursue our way int
the problems before us, that we are not living in the same world that
we lived in before the Second World War. We have airplanes now
that travel 1,700 miles an hour.
The other night I spoke to a group, and I compared the world of
today with that of the world 50 years ago, and I said "You can take
,a basketball-that was the world 50 years ago; now, you can hand up
a little ping-pong ball-that is tlhe world today."
Now, with the changed conditions, and they are changed, with thie
changed facts of life, I am sure that every earnest seeker is trying to
find a way to peace.
The United Nations was organized having in mind that perhaps it
would provide an instrumentality. We always have to differentiate
between the instrumentality and the individual who operates it. You
can have the best Lincoln car in the world, but if you put it in the
hands of a lunatic, it won't be a good car for very long.
The question of what we are going to accomplish in the United
Nations depends upon the representatives of the 60 nations. We are
fortunate in having had, and in having, good, able, far-seeing repre-
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entatives to represent this country, and, as I said, we are sure that
our present representative is competent and able to protect the interests of this country.
Mr. Ambassador, it is a pleasure to have you. Will you proceed in
your own way ? I am sure that the members of the special subcommittee and of the full (on-nhittee who have been invited to sit with us
today will, after you get through, have questions to prol)ound to you.
It is a pleasure to have you.
STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY CABOT LODGE, JR., UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE UNITED NATIONS
Mr. LODGE.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My membership

on the Foreign Relations Committee is a uniquely valuable experience

in my life, and consequently it always moves me to come here, and I
don't mind admitting it.
It has been my effort since I have been the representative to the
United Nations to stay just as close to this committee as I possibly
could, and that will continue to be my effort.
The purpose of my statement today is not to give final conclusions.
The executive branch
wants to await the advice of Congress, as well
as the views of the American citizenry, and of course we are also interested in the views of other nations. And it is fundamental that no
charter amendments can conmie into effect without the consent of the
Senate, which is another very practical reason for this whole procedure, to stay just, as close to the Senate as it possibly Cali.
Secretary Dulles has identified for you some of the principal questions that lie thought your committee and the American people should
be looking into so that our final policies can be the product of thoughtful and realistic study.
Today, your attention is invited to a few of the issues that seem
particularly important to me in the light of my service as the United
States representative to the United Nations.
SUPPORT FOR THE UNITED NATIONS

Before doing this, let the administration's steadfast. support of active
United States participation in the United Nations be repeated. My
mvn conviction, based on my first hand experience, is that our particiJ)ation is clearly in our national interests, both short-term and longrange, and that the review conference should not be allowed to jeopa dize the good we have already worked so hard to build up.
President Eisenhower recently sai(l of the United Nations that "it
still represents inan's best organized lope to substitute the conference
table for the battlefield," and he characterized it as -sheer necessity."
ELMIINATION OF VETO FROM M EMRIWRH1-1

AND PA('I

C SETTLE ENT

QUESTIONS

I. Let me begin by commending to your study the recommendations
the Senate made to the Executive in the Vandenberg resolution of
1948, and which re present the policy of this administration. This is
the proposal that the charter be amended to eliminate the veto: (a)
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On the admission of new members and (b)on the pacific settlement
of disputes.
Of course, when we think -about it we see that our interests and our
security require that we retain the final say on anything involving the
use of American forces. This means the right to use the veto, and that
ought to be never forgotten.
(a) But on the matter of membership, 14 deserving nations have
been blocked from admission to the United Nations because of Soviet
Russia's abuse of the veto power in the Security Council. These are
Austria, Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland, Eire, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Republic of Korea, Laos, Libya, Nepal, Portugal, and Viet-Nam.
You would be well advised therefore to take a new look at arti,'le
4 on membership qualifications; in conjunction with article 27 on the
veto, in seeing what this country might propose to change this unfortunate situation.
(b) Neither should one nation possess the right to veto pacific setsettlements have been labortlements of disputes. Sometimes these
iously arrived at by nations working in good faith, and then thrown
out of the window by one troublemaker. A few weeks ago, in the
next to last case handled by the Security Council for instance-the
dispute between Syria and Israel-a veto on a proposed course of
settlement favored by a majority of members was the Soviet Union's
only contribution.
I would just like to interpolate there, that this question took up a
great part of our time during December and the first part of January. After very patient negotiations and a great deal of very hard
work and draftsmanship we developed a resolution which would mean
some kind of forward motion in that part of the world as far as developing the resources of the area concerned, making it possible for
everybody in all those countries to have some prospect of a better
life, and throughout we received rather sly intimations that there
would be no veto, and then after all the work was done and after a
substantial majority of the Security Council favored the resolution
and all different viewpoints were considered, then the Soviet representative went ahead and vetoed it. Now, that kind of thing is just
destructive.
Senator FERGUSON. Could I just ask one question?

Would that come under "b"on the specific settlement of disputes?
Yes.
Senator FERGUSON. Is that a, good example?
Mr. LODGE.

That is a good illustration. It had to do with the diversion of the waters of the Jordan at a place called Banat Yaacov, and
the dispute was between Syria and Israel, but of course it raised
the whole question of the development of the resources of the area,
and to my mind it is a very good illustration of a case of pacific settlements of disputes which was blocked in what I consider to be a thoroughly mischievous manner.
Mr. LODGE.

RELATIONSHIP OF TIlE U. N. TO TIE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

II. The second question which is deserving of thought is the overall
organizational structure of the United Nations system, by which I
mean the United Nations proper plus the various specialized agencies
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such as WHO, ILO, ICAO, FAO, UNESCO, and so forth. These
specialized agencies are entirely outside of my jurisdiction and I have
no responsibility for their operation. And of course the review conference we are talking about involves only the United Nations Charter. But under articles 17, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 66, 70, 91, and 96,
there is a definite although limited relationship. The United Nations
arranges for creation of specialized agencies; it gets reports from
them; it does work for them; they sit without vote in the United Nations meetings; and, most important, the specialized agencies come
into a contractual relationship with the United Nations itself. The
United Nations is supposed to make recommendations for coordination of their policies and activities.
Now, a certain amount of formal coordination does exist. For
example, there are some formal agreements which aim at creating
contacts between the United Nations and the 10 existing agencies.
The United Nations does consider their reports each year, and generally makes recommendations to one or more of them. Their budgets
are examined each year by the United Nations Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions. And the United Nations
Secretary General does preside over a committee on administrative
coordination consisting of the directors of the agencies.
But speaking frankly and realistically, the specialized agencies are,
for practical purposes, independent. This has been the source of
many troubles. In past years, for example, the publicity coming from
one specialized agency had a significant and understandably irritating effect on a sizable number of Americans, with reactions which
d:amaged the United Nations proper and which prejudiced some of the
fine work actually being done by the specialized agencies, and in traveling around the country as I have been doing in January, you run into
that. That is the principal objection. It isn't to the United Nations
itself. It is notably to ill-advised publicity which has come out of
one of these specialized agencies in previous years.
Screening of United States employees of international organizations, to give another example, even though the agreement of the
United Nations Secretary General was obtained, had to be negotiated
separately with each agency-an immensely time-consuming procedure. It didn't consume my time, because I do not have the specialized agencies, but it is not a sound and efficient way to handle the
thing.
I therefore would raise with you the question as to whether the
present provisions of the United Nations Charter are adequate for
the sort of coordination we want, and, if not, whether the system of
coordination should be improved, and, if so, by what changes in the
charter.
While charter review is important and could do a great deal to make
the United Nations more effective, we should never lose sight of the
fact, and I say this with all of the conviction that I have, that the success of the United Nations in the last analysis will always depend on
the extent to which its members support it when the going gets rough.
In my opinion, no amount of words and clever diplomatic gestures can
obscure this fact.
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U. N. CONTRIBUTIONS IN KOREA

The contributions of the United States in Korea was of overwhelming importance and reflects great credit on us, and will through history. In the war in Korea, member states of the United Nations,
other than the United States, contributed the equivalent of two divisions which, when compared with the enormous contribution of the
United States, does not seem very much, even though it is far better
than nothing and even though it saved the United States the expense
of putting up two more divisions of our own which, incidentally,
repaid us our assessed contribution to the United Nations many times
over. And of course I do not discuss this with respect to casualties,
because that is obvious. But there is no doubt in my mind that if
United States officials at that time had not required states having
valuable manpower to reimburse us in dollars for the supplies which
we provided them, we might well have had perhaps as much as three
divisions more. But naturally, nations not having mechanized equipment, having no way of producing it, not having shipping and not
having dollars were unable to undertake to supply equipment, shiping, and dollars which they did not possess. Consequently, they
idn't enter into the scheme to repel the aggression in Korea. This
had the effect of reducing the foreign troop contribution.
In World War II, the Congress rightly provided that it. was advantageous for the United States to provide Russian and French soldiers
for example, with clothing and equipment for the very simple reason
that this tended to save the lives of American soldiers and to hasten
the victory. It is a mysterious sort of logic which maintains that the
American man who was fighting in Koreau was not entitled to as much
help of this kind as his older brother was in World War II.
FUTURE POLICY IN ACCEPTING U. N. CONTRIBUTIONS

I can assure you that under the policy of this administration this
situation will not be repeated. The President's policy is that., while in
principle each nation involved in a United Nations effort to repel an
aggression should equip and supply its own troops to the extent that it
is able, the overriding consideration should be the maximum contribution of effective manpower. When any such nation is willing to contribute effective manpower but not able to provide for logistic support,
the Department of Defense should furnish to such nation military
equipment, supplies, and services; without requirement of payment to
the extent that the Department of State, in consultation with the Departments of Treasury and Defeise, may determine such nation cannot
reasonably be expected to pay.' A nation capable of contributing
money beyond the support of any forces furnished by it, should of
course be encouraged also to contribute toward the logistic support
of the forces of other nations. Except when the manpower furnished

by any such nation is additional to forces already furnished by it, the
contribution should be in effective military units as determined by the
Department of Defense. In other words, the Department of Defense
decides the question: "Are they good troops?" but if they decide that
they are, then what I have just said would be policy.
To conclude: the work you are doing here can be of prime importance

in helping the American people to study these issues intelligently and
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soberly. And I might add, to develop a united public opinion on the
subject which will not only have great influence in the United States
but also as far as world opinion itself is concerned. President Eisenhower has said that this Government is "committed irrevocably to the
support of the United Nations." In his historic address last April 16
he pledged that the United States is ready in the future as it has been
in the past, to hel l) "make of the United Nations an. institution that
can effectively guard the peace and security of all peoples." With
these two statements as our text, the United States can provide the sort
of enlightened leadership which the people of the world hopefully
seek.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMMAN. Thank you., Mr. Anibassador.
I will ask a few questions, and then we will proceed to let the mem-

bers of the special subcommittee and the full committee ask questions

of you. We are indeed glad to see them here today. I am sure they are

interested in the subject that. we are discussing.

OFFICIAL UNITED STATES PoSiTION ON CIINEsE c(OMMfNUNIST
REPRESENTATION

What is the current official position of the United States on the ques-

Iion of seating the Chinese Communist Government?
Mr. LODGE. The position of the Uniited States is against it, and we
have had the issue arise twice since I have been the United States Representative, once in the Trusteeship Council and once in the General
Committee, and on both occasions we have defeated it.
U. N. REACTION TO EISENHo

ER S AI)DRESS To GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The CHATRMAN. What wa:s the reaction in the United Nations to
President Eisenhower's address to the General Assembly last
December?
Mr. LoDoiE. Well, the reaction of the United Nations was absolutely
stupendous. There is one representative of a country who, since I
have been there and long before. I came there, had never been known to

say a friendly word about the Uniited States, and the evening of
President Eisenhower"s speech he called me u ) at. my apartment and

insisted on coming over immediately to express enthusiasm for this
scheme of the President's and to say that we had to do everything in
our power to be equal to it.
It had - great effect, not only because of the. prospect that it would
lead the world away from war and toward peace, but it also had a
tremendous al)pea] to all the representatives from underdeveloped
areas, because it held out a prospect that all kinds of great public
works could be undertaken with this atomic. power that they have
always wanted to do and haven't been able to. The effect was
tremendous.
SUGGESTION OF UNITED STATES WITHDRAWAL FROM U. N.

The CHAIRMAN. The suggestion has been made in a number of
quarters that the United States should withdraw from the ITnited Nations. What do you believe would become of the United Nations in
that event? What do you think of the suggestion?
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Mr. LoiDE. I think it would be the utmost folly.

I don't know

what would happen to the United Nations; I do know what it would
mean to the United States. I think it would be a very bad thing to
do, from our own viewpoint. In all these questions, the one question
you must always ask yourself is: "Is it good for America?" And if it
wasn't good for America to belong to the United Nations, we ought not
to belong to it.
I thin it is good for America. It is very advantageous for us to
belong. I think if we were to pull out and leave the Russians there,
it would be a fantastic thing to do-very dangerous, very imprudent.
U. S. S. R. OPPOSITION TO CHARTER REVIEW

The CHAIRMAN. It has become apparent that the Soviet Union
vigorously opposes any discussion of charter review.
Mr. LODGE. Oh, yes; with amazing vigor, I may add. I was quite
surprised at how vigorous they were. I thought they might wait a
little while and not look so terribly arbitrary. They might take a
position "Well, we are willing to have it discussed but we are not
willing to make any changes." But right at the very minute the thing
came up, they were up on their feet opposing any discussion of it
even.
The CHAIRMIAN. In spite of the fact that they can't veto that, you
are personally, I understand it, in favor of holding a conference?
Mr. LODGE. I certainly am, but I think the success of the conference
will depend upon the extent to which world opinion has been mobilized, and of course we do not mobilize any opinion in this world
without mobilizing opinion in the United States, and that is where you
have got to come into the picture. This is the place here, where the
mobilization of opinion can begin.
The CHAIR-AN. Can you anticipate any amendments that might be

suggested that the Russians would not veto?
Mr. LODGE. No, I cannot, Mr. Chairman; I certainly cannot.
CHAIRMIAN. Senator Gillette.
Senator GTLLETTE. Mr. Chairman,

The

there are just two questions that

I wanted to ask.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

In your statement, Mr. Ambassador, in referring to these coordinate
groups of various kinds-they are not subordinate; they are coordinate groups-you state "their budgets are examined each year by
the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions."
Does that involve anything more than examination? Can any
recommendations with reference to them be made that are binding in
any way?
Mr. LODGE.

The answer is "No."

Senator GILLETTE. Just simply an examination?
Mr. LODGE. Yes.

Senator GILLETTE. Such recommendations as they see fit to make in
a friendly way are without any force?
Mr. LODGE. Yes.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF MILITARY STAFF COMMITTEE TO ADVISE SECURITY

COUNCIL

Another matter that I have been greatly concerned with, Mr. Ambassador, which was made painfully apparent
Senator GILLETTE.

in the recent trouble in Korea, is this: Article 47, establishes a military
staff committee to advise and assist the Security Council. There was
no action taken, was there, with reference to that?
Mr. LODGE. No; none at all.
Senator GILLETTE. Would it not be your opinion that it would be
helpful if such an implementation should be made?
Mr. LODGE. The Soviets have blocked that always. Yes, I agree
with you, it would be very helpful, but they have always blocked that.
Senator GILLETTE. Was there specific action taken?
Mr. LODGE. In the early days.
Senator GILLETTE. They blocked action?
Mr. LODGE. In the early days of the United Nations, in the first
year, I think, of its existence, it was attempted to do that and the
soviets blocked it.
Senator GILLETTE. There is just one other question.
QUESTION OF C01,IMUNIST CHINA REI'RESENTATION

In your recommendation "a" there on the matter of membership,
14. deserving nations have been blocked. If that were corrected by
appropriate action, if it conceivably could be, it would also bear very
definitely on the question of the admission of Red China to membership, would it not?
Mr. LODGE. No, sir, it wouldn't, because the question of Red China
is the question of admitting a regime and it is not the question of
admitting China. China is written into the United Nations. it is
represented now in the United Nations by representatives of the
Nationalist Government.
Senator GILLETTE. Then the line of demarcation would be drawn

as to the specific regime that represented China.
Mr. LODGE. That is the issue now, as regfards China, is whether you
shall seat the present regime of Mao Tse-tung.
Senator FERGUSON. A substitution.
Mr. LODGE. It involves two actions.

It involves expelling those
who are there and seating the others. At least, that is what I contend.
Senator FEIRGUSON. It would be, in a measure, substitution.

Yes, it would, but it does not involve the question of
China being in, because technically China is in now.
China is one of the 5 permanent members of the Security Council,
Mr. L()DGE.

and is one of the 5 nations that are written into the charter.

Senator GILLEITE. And the question resolves itself as to who represents China?
Mr. LODGE. Our position is that the Nationalist Government represents China.
Senator GILLETTE. I want to express my personal happiness in the
fact that you have come down before us, Senator. You won't mind
if I call you Senator instead of Ambassador?
Mr. LoDoE. On the contrary.
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Senator GILLETTE. The chairman has suggested that the two Ambassadors we have had were Republican, and that, of course, is obviously true. As a Democrat, may I say that I have been very proud
of them, both former Senator Austin and Senator Lodge. Aiso, as a
Democrat, I am just as thoroughly interested in the success of the
United Nations.
DELEGATION BIPARTISANSHIP

Mr. LODGE. It is very nice of you to say that. I would like to say
that the Democratic members of our delegation to the last General
Assembly rendered extremely distinguished service. Congressman
Richards of South Carolina, who represented the minority in Congress on the delegation, served on the Fifth Committee, and that
committee accomplished some extremely important things. It succeeded in getting reduced the dollar quantity of the United States
contribution, succeeded in getting reduced 'the percentage of the
United States contribution, and he handled the fight which resulted
in the United States not paying that $170,000 for those 11 American
employees who invoked the fifth amendment. So, we had complete
bipartisanship in the delegation, and as long as I am there we always
will have complete bipartisanship.
Senator GnE-rr.
I am sure of that, and the same holds true of
this go-roup under the chairmanship of our distinguished chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee.
We have no illusions as to the difficulty of the jobs to which we have
set ourselves, and we are going to need all the help we can get from
every possible source. I want to personally thank you for being
willing to come down here and help us.
Mr. LoDGE. I am always glad to come anytime.
The CHAIRAMAN. Senator Cooper?
Senator COOPER. I join my colleagues in expressing praise and cornmendation of Ambassador Lodge for his outstan(i g work in the
United Nations. Your experience in the Senate and as a member
of the Foreign Relations Committee and your military experience
have made you an unusual leader for our country at. the United Nations. I know that there has been a great approval throughout the
country of your energetic support of American position but with
general principles of the United Nations. I think there is a better
public opinion.
You said at the beginning, you have said, that you do not see that
there is much possibility of any appToval by the Soviet Union of any
revision of tie Charter at present; is that. correct?
Mr. LODGE. Well, I can't think of any.. I think a prudent, man would
have to assume that they would veto anything we would propose.
RECOMMENDATORY POWERS OF THE GENERAL ASSETUBLY

Senator COOPER. Although the veto has been used again and again
in the Security Council by the Soviet
nion, isn't it true that the
General Assembly has, in various ways, provided machinery to act in
many situations in the place of the Security Council?
Mr. LODGE. Senator Cooper speaks from great knowledge because
he has been a delegate many times and has an unusually intimate
familiarity with the United Nations.
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That, is correct, in 1950 the Uniting for Peace Resolution was
I(lopted which in cases of aggression when the Security Council was
deadlocked enables the General Assembly to take recommendatory
:ttion by a majority vote.
Senator CooPER. The Securitv Council could act if there is no
Neto and could enforce certain action to be taken.
Mr. LoIGE. The Security Council could not issue an action order
hhat was not subject to a veto.
Senator CooPER. I know that. I say, even if such an order should
be issued by the Security Council if there were no veto, enforcement
would still depend upon the will of the country to follow the recommendations of the Security Council.
Mr. LODGE. Yes, it would. It would be a legal obligation, of course.
Senator Cooli,':R. Isn't it true that whatever recommendations are
made by the General Assembly, any action as you pointed out, depends
at last upon the will of a. country to follow the recommendation ?
Mr. Loixuw. That is absolutely true. The United Nations is a place
where whatever common
action the world is at any given moment
(,.)ableof taking can be taken.
Now, that varies from time to time, it varies with the issue, but how
anybody can doubt that it is a valuable thing to have a place where
that kind of action can be taken is hard for me to understand.

Senator

COOPER.

I don't want to take up too much time, but I do

want to ask you a few questions.

The

CI-IAIR-AN.

Go right ahead, sir.

Senator CoopEiz. The Ambassador made a very true statement when
lie said that these hearings are important in forming and also correctIng publicc opinion regarding the United Nations.
Mr. LoDGE. Yes.
COST OF UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION IN

UNITED NATIONS

Senator COOPER. I want to direct my questions to a few assumptions
that are held my some people regarding the United Nations. First,
I find there is a great deal of complaint about the cost. Now, would
1oiu give us some facts about the cost?
Mr. Loi-,,I. Well, to give you some figures on cost., the United Nations contributed, as I said, the equivalent of two divisions to the
action in Korea, which we would have had to supply ourselves if they
hadn't.
Well, the cost of two divisions at World War II figures, and of
course the price has gone up, I suppose, as everything else has, but
the present cost is a military secret; the cost was $600 million a year,
so the United Nations saved us at least $600 million a year by sending
the equivalent of those two divisions.
The United Nations, exclusive of the specialized agencies, cost us
$13 million a year. With the specialized agencies, it is $12 million,
so there is $25 million we have put into the United Nations as against
$;00 million a year. That is not a bad deal, purely on financial
Rounds.
The United Nations cost the American citizens 16 cents
per capita in this country. Sixteen cents is less than you pay to clean
ihe, streets of the city of New York. It is less than a package of
cigarettes .
The CHAIRMAN. What is a good cigar worth now?
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Mr. LODGE. I don't, smoke cigars, so I can't tell you, but it is a

very small amount. The amount that we put into the United Nations
is less than what the United Nations staff, the delegates, the secretaries, spend in New York on hotel bills and restaurants and theaters
and whatever else. they spend money for.
Senator CooPER. You would agree that $25 million a year is not

too gTeat a sum for an organization like the United Nations to seek
peace?
Mr. LODGE. If we are going to try to prevent world war III, it

seems to me that the sum is absolutely insignificant.
THE UNITED NATIONS AS A FORUM FOR THE UNITED STATES

Senator CoorER. I agree with you.
It is also said again and again that, the United Nations provides
a forum for Soviet propaganda. Would you say that it also provides for the United States and its representatives a chance to apprise
the world of our news and policy? I would like your views, because
I have admired very much the way you have conducted debate in the
United Nations.
Mr. LODGE. The United Nations is the only world forum.

If you

notice, the low swayback building next to the big, tall building that
is shaped like a box of pencils, it looks rather like. a loudspeaker. It
does to me, but I don't know if the architect thinks it does, but I do,

and if so, it is a very fitting way for it to look.
It is the greatest world forum. It is a place where we can use the
big truth to rebut the big lie.
Dr. Mayo, of the Mayo-Clinic in Minnesota, who is on the American

delegation, used the forum of the United Nations to rebut the atrocious
charges of germ warfare which the Communists made against our men
in Korea. There is one illustration.
It is a forum which you can use to set forth the truth, however
adverse it. may be, about the Soviet Union, which we did as regards
the report on forced labor which was an objective report produced by
a committee, the chairman of which was an Indian and a neutral from
a neutral country.
It is a place where you can set forth the truth, however adverse
it. may be on the Soviet. Union, as regards the treatment of the Germai,
Japaneese. and Italian World War II prisoners of war.
It. is a place where. you can set forth the truth, no matter how horrible
it may be, concerning the Chinese Communists, which we did when
we set. forth the facts-I did this personally myself-on the acts of
atrocities by the Chinese Commnnnists against American troops.
It is a place where we can set forth the truth about the. United
States of a positive character. President. Eisenhower authorized me
last fall to say to the People of Puerto Rico that any time. that the
Legislature of Puerto Rico wanted complete inidepenlence, he would
recommend to the Congress that they get it, and would further try to
see that they got the protection of membership in the Rio pact, and
of course a few weeks after that the Pierto Rican Legislature, overwhelmingly rejected it,

I the United Nitions. was tile place to make

that offer, and making it. there had a very favorable effect on the Li4 in
American countries, on the Asia i and African countries, who arv very
sensitive to the issue of colonialism.
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THE U. N. AS A PLACE FOR QUICK REBUTTAL

It is a place where you can make the quick retort, as distinguished
from the carefully organized presentation. You have to make carefully organized presentations, but sometimes a quick retort has even
greater value, as all of you gentlemen know who are Senators.
And here in the Senate is one place where you learn how to make it,
and that is why, when you said that membership in this collittee is
a fine training for this work, I couldn't agree with you more.
There are three. things that have helped me. You mentioned two
of them. One is having been in the. Senate, on the Foreign Relations
Committee. Another is military service. Andt the third is having
been a newspaperman, because the United Nations is developing into
what is, about all, a forum. It is a loudspeaker.
Now, you don't get mad at the loudspeaker. You try to use it,
and if the time comes that we haven't. got the gumption and the energy
and the imagination to use it, then we ought. to criticize ourselves and
not criticize the loudspeaker.
There have been many, many occasions when I have bad a chance
to make quick retorts. I don't know how much of this you want to
hear, but I can give you three or four illustrations of (uick retorts that
were made, that got carried all over the press of the world.
One day Mr. Gromyko made a speech that they had been making for
years and years about United States troops in(lulging in atrocities,
and I got up the minute he sat down, and I said, "The United States
Army was good enoncrh for you in 142 and '4) andl '44 anl '45. You
di(ln't object to the United States Arnmv then."
I said, "It ought to be good enough for' you now. The men who are
in the United States Army in Korea are the same typw of nen that
were, in the Airny in World War II. 11eY are the sons and the
li-others, and in some cases actually tlhe same men. The United States
Army hasn't changed. It is yon who have changed."
Well, that got carried all over the world.
On another occasion, just after we had gottell the resolut ion agreed
to - to set up the Korean Political Conference, Mr. Vishinskv came in
with one of his absolutely destructive aid subversive attacks, and I
turned to him and I said, "rThe representative (f the Soviet Union has
just missed one of the greatest chances in his life to keep quiet.."
That.was picked up. Things that you say like Ihat on the spur of
the moment. get picked lip and get. used.
Once I asked him, "WIhat, kind of shenanigans is that ?" and the
interpreters had fun up there trying to transl'ate the word "shenanirans" into Ruissian.
Well, my guiding principle is never, never, never to let a Communist. speech take place without. having a speech from the United
States on the same, day, so that always the news story that is going out
over the world has got something about the United States position in
it. That is an attempt to answer your question.
VAIUE OF TIHE U. N.

AS

A FORUrM

Senlator COOPER. Woml(h't, you say also that the fact that on this

fovum day after (InV tie So)viet p)fganllia is heard, gives the best
chance to represeIita'tives of this country to ex)ose and to really strike
down this Soviet propaganda?
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Mr. LODGE. Senator Cooper, it solidifies the free world.

Just when

the free nations begin to drift apart, which they have a natural tendency to do, being free, a Soviet speaker will say something that is
so monstrous and so senseless that you can see the free world getting
together right in front of your very eyes.
I can remember last August we had a day of commemoration for
the dead in Korea, and it .was really a very moving affair, because all
the representatives of the different countries, with the different races
and creeds and colors and traditions, each made his little speech of
tribute to the dead in different languages and in different ways, and
you had an atmosphere, almost a religious atmosphere in the place.
Right in the middle of the thing, Mr. Vishinsly gets up and makes
this slashing, bitter attack on the dead soldiers, if you please. Well,
that kind of thing is very shocking, and to me it is advantageous to
us, looking at it objectively, to have a place where these people can
exhibit themselves and where you can see just how cold-blooded they
are, where you can see for yourself, and anybody who comes into the
gallery can see, that all that they believe in is violent words and
violent deeds. I think it is advantageous to have a place where that
can be on exhibition all the time.
Senator COOPER. The statement is made at times that the Soviet
Union ought to be expelled from the United Nations. Of course you
know it can't be expelled unless they agree to it, for the veto applies.
Do you think there would be any advantage to the Uiiited States in
expelling the Soviet Union?
Mr. LoDGE.

I am not worried about it. If they left, we would

make something big out of it. It would be different, but it would be
big.
Senator CooPER. Do you think there is a possibility, even if it were

possible to expel the Soviets, that some countries, say in the Far East,
which find in the United Nations a basis of joint security, would be
placed under great pressure to leave also? I am referring to smaller
countries along the boundaries of Soviet Russia in the Far East.
Do you think that would be such a danger?
Mr. LODGE. Without mentioning any names, which I don't think

we ought to do in public, I think there is a. very great danger that
if they left, they would bring some other countries with them.
On the other hand, some other countries would come in that are
not now in.
RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO TIlE U. N.

Senator CooPER. One other question.

We hear very much about the influence and the action of the independent agencies. It is true, isn't it, that there are only two agencies
under the direct supervision of the United Nations, that is, the Economic and Social Council, and Trusteeship Council?
Some of the other agencies were formed long before the United
Nations came into being, and others are the result of governmental
agreements.
The United Nations are not bound by the action of independent
agencies; isn't that true?
Mr. LODGE. It isn't, except in the public mind.

What happens is

that there is some ill-advised publicity out of an organization that
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has the word "United Nations" in it somewhere, and then when you
go to-I ran into it in Los Angeles, I ran into it in Dallas. T he
only criticism there is of that ill-advised publicity, and not of the
United Nations itself.
Most of the specialized agencies do a good job, and they do it very
quietly, and they do nothing but good.
Senator CooPF.R. The General Assembly of the United Nations is not

bound by the action of any of these specialized agencies?
Mr.

LODGE.

No.

Senator COOPER. The United States would have a chance to vote

upon and to participate in any agreement that was made?
Mr. LODGE. That is absolutely true, and there is nothing in the

United Nations anywhere that is other than purely recommendatory,
except for the Security Council, and there we are protected by the
veto, so it is just inconceivable to me how anybody can think that the
United Nations can be a threat to our liberties, or anything of that
kind.
Senator COOPER. I will stop for the time being.

I may want to ask

2 or 3 more questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, if you have some more, don't hesitate. I
think everything that has been said or inquired about here has been
very challenging.
Senator Mansfield?
Senator MANSFIELD. Mr. Ambassador, I want to join the rest of my
colleagues in complimenting you on the fine job that you have done
in the United Nations.
Mr. LODGE. Thank you.
Senator MANSFIeLD. And

especially in the way you have been able,
as you pointed out, to answer these attacks immediately upon their delivery. I think I would be remiss in my duty also if I did not at this
time express my appreciation in seeing my old friend, Colonel Wainhouse, who has done such great wort in the United Nations down
through the years.
ASSUMPTIONS WHEN THE U. N. WAS CREATiD

Now, Mr. Ambassador, isn't it true that when the United Nations
was set up, it was supposed to take over, once peace was established?
Mr. LODGE. Yes; I think that is true.
Senator INANSFIELD. And isn't it true, therefore, that the duties
which the United Nations has had to undertake have been duties
which were not envisaged at the time of the signing, and certainly
outside of what a good many people thought the United Nations was
created for?
By that I mean this. Supposedly once peace was achieved, then the
United Nations could operate as it was supposed to, but because of the
fact that we have not had peace even yet, certain extracurricular activities, so to speak, have been forced upon that body, and I think that
by and large the United Nations has done a remarkably good job.
Would you agree with that statement?
Mr. LODGE. I agree with that. I think it is almost a miracle that
so many good things have been done when the basic assumptions in
1945 turned out not to be correct. It was assumed the United States
and the Soviet Union would remain close, friendly allies, and that was
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a basic assumption. It was assumed we would get a peace treaty.
They didn't remain close friendly allies, and we haven't gotten a peace
treaty.
In spite of that fact, the United Nations has brought about peaceful
conditions in many different places of the world where violence threatened very seriously.
Senator MANSFIELD. Well, that is the point I was trying to make.
We hear about the bad things and very little about the good things
they have done in Kashmir, in the Near East, in Greece, in Indonesia,
even in other parts of the world as well.
I think that by and large the United Nations has done a remarkably
good job, all things considered.
CHINESE REPRESENTATION

Now, Mr. Ambassador, would you favor retaining the veto on the
question of who represents China, even though, as I understand it,
you would eliminate it on those admitted to membership?
Mr. LODGE. Yes; I would. I think that is a different thing.
Senator MANSFIELAD. You mentioned the fact that you were able this

year to stop the recognition of Red China, and I think rightly so.
Mr. LODGE. It wasn't recognition.

It was the seating of Red China

in the Trusteeship Council and in the General Committee, the two
places where they raised it.
Senator MANSFIELD. Admission to the United Nations, because that
is where it was.
Mr. LODGE. They bring it up in each body separately, and we stopped

it in the Trusteeship Council and in the General Committee of the
United Nations.
Senator MANSFIELD. Is it or is it not true that the question will
very likely come up again next year?
Mr. LODGE. Oh, it can come up again, yes; but I am quite confident

that it can be defeated.
UNESCO AND AMERICAN SCHOOLS

Senator MANSFIELD. There is a good deal of talk around the country

about UNESCO taking over our schools. I realize that UNESCO
is an independent agency under the United Nations, and not under
your direct control.
UNESCO, like WHO, the FAO, and others, I suppose, have nothing
more or less than a courtesy connection with you. Could you tell this
committee just what the function of UNESCO is, on the basis of this
relationship?
%
Mr. LODGE. Well, they are in Paris, and I am in New York. I never
have any contact with them. I wish I did.
Senator MANSFIELD. I wish you did, too.
Mr. LODGE. I wish I did, because I think it would be a very good
thing.

But they are in Paris.

I am in New York, and I never see

them.
Every now and then in past years 'things have come into the papers
which started all that talk about trying to take over the schools. Of
course it is utterly fantastic. They couldn't try to take over the
schools. I am sure they don't want to.
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would be no possibility?
possibility of it. It is an absolute

Mr.
chimera. It is a figment of the imagination.
Senator MANSFIELD. You brought up the question I was going to
ask, because it was raised in places like Los Angeles, Dallas, and
Houston. There is no possibility :tnd no way in which UNESCO
could take over the schools of this comtry, is there?
Mi'.

LODGE.

It is utterly inconceivable.
U. N. CONTRIBUTIONS IN KOREA

Mr. Ambassador, you mentioned the fact that
if this country had supplied the logistics support, it is quite probable
we could have had three additional divisions from the United Nations
in Korea; is that correct?
Mr. LODGE. That is my belief. Of course, that is an estimate, but I
think I am being very conservative. I think it could have been more
than that, but I feel sure of that.
Senator

MA-NSFI, LD.

Senator

MANSFriEiD.

Well, I am glad you made that point also,

because it is my understanding that the Chiefs of Staff here did turn
down offers by certain countries of assistance in carrying on the
Korean war, because they did not feel that they should furnish
logistical support for those forces.
U. N. CHAIN OF COMMAND IN KOREA

Could you describe briefly how the chain of command in the United
Nations campaign in Korea operated?
Mr. LODGE. Well, the United States was the unified command and
conducted the war out there under the Pentagon, just the same as it
conducted World War II under the Pentagon. The United Nations
in New York had nothing whatever to do with the conduct of the
operation. It had absolutely no security information of any kind.
Every so often a mimeographed publication would be sent up to the
United Nations, a reporting on operations, but that was always sent
up after it had been released to the press here in 'Washington.

Senator

MANSFMILD.

Then the United Nations had no voice in actual

military operations?
Mr. LODGE. None whatever. They had no information on it.
Senator MANSFIELD. Was any American military commander in
Korea ever required to report to the Military Staff Committee of the
SeciritY Council?
Mr. LODGE. No.

Never, never.

CREATION OF AN INTERNATION .\L POLICE FORCE

Mr. Ambassador, sporadically for years
there has been talk of creating an international police force for the
United Nations. So far, the United Nations guard has been established and there are United Nations observers in various areas in the
world.
What do you think of the idea of an international police force?
Mr. L DGE. With individual enlistments?
Senator MANSFE LD. Now,
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Senator MANSFIELD. With individual contributions, let us say, by

countries. Each country would have to determine just how it would
furnish its share, if such a force came into being, I would assume.
Mr. LODGE. Well, let us discuss the concept of an international force

made up of national units, which is a very different thing from an
international force of individual enlistments.
I think an international force of individual enlistments is highly
impracticable. An international force made up of national units is,
I think, a very practicable thing.
We had it in Korea in a primary stage. I think we have learned
a lot about that. I think if, G2 forbid, there should be another
aggression which the United Nations resisted, that we could have a
much more representative and a much bigger participation by other
nations.
I often think that if at the founding of the United Nations the
countries had said that they would supply troops to a certain extent,
give a rough pledge of some sort, not earmarking the individual units,
but giving a rough pledge, that that would have been a more orderly
way to proceed than to have drafted a charter and then looked around
for the troops, which is what we did do.
I think it would be better to know that you had the troops, to have
everybody agree to put up troops, and then you could write up a piece
of paper as to how you were going to use the troops, but that is just
an observation that I make in passing.

I do think that the success of the United Nations is going to rise or
fall by the willingness of member states to put up troops for service,
maybe not necessarily for combat, but certainly to put up troops when
the going gets rough.
If all the member nations had made contributions equivalent to
that which we made in Korea, the United Nations would be a tremendous success, there wouldn't be any question about it, and that
really lies at the bottom of the whole thing
Senator MANSFIELD. It would be a difficult proposition, though,
would it not, to oet all the United Nations members to aaree to such
a force in being for use in an emergency, when and if decTared by the
United Nations ?
Mr. LODGE. Well, I don't think you could have a force in being, I

don't think you would want a force in being. Where would you
put it?
I think that there ought to be a willingness, I think every country
ought to express to itself its willingness to send a certain number of
troops. I don't think they have to say it is going to be the 128th
Infantry. I don't know if they have to go that far. They have to
take the troops that are available at thetine.
You never know what troops will be available, but I think countries
ought to be willing to put up manpower roughly in proportion to
population.
Senator MANSFIELD. One more question, Mr. Chairman.
RELATIONShIIP OF SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO THE U. N.

Mr. Ambassador, I appreciate what you had to say about the specialized agencies, and I would like to repeat for the record again that
as far as you are concerned, you have very little, if any, connection
with them.
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Would you have any recommendation as to how the United Nations
itself and these independent agencies, like WHO, and the FAG,
UNESCO, and the like, could be brought into closer cooperation and
perhaps, say, a little more under the authority of the Ambassadors to
the United Nations of the countries affected?
Mr. LODGE. Well, what I would like to do is to see them somewhat

more under the Secretary General, and then I could go to the Secretary
General and he could consider my viewpoint.
Senator MANSFIELD. And isn't it true that at the present time we
have an American who is head of UNESCO, under a 5-year tenure, an
American who is the head of FAG, for a similar period, and I think
a1lso an American who is the head of WHO, at the present time?
Mr. LODGE. I know we have an American in UNESCO now. We

have a Brazilian in WHO, and there is an American in FAG. There
is an American in UNESCO.
Senator MANSFIELD. And an American in the ILO?
Mr. LODGE. An American in the ILO.
Senator MANSFIELD. I believe under a 5-year tenure. I would like
to see these semi-independent or independent agencies brought into
closer contact, as you suggest, with the Secretary General, so that the
American Ambassador to the United Nations, who should be the
ranking member in all these organizations, to be able to remain in contact. through the Secretary General with what is going on.
Mr. LODGE. I think it would be a very good idea. Then you can fix
the responsibility, and I am willing to take the responsibility, but I
can't take it for this, because I have absolutely no authority at all. I
have no more than you have, not as much as you have.
Senator MANSFrELD. But people think you have authority.
Mr. LODGE. They think it; yes.

Now, the first year that I appeared before the Appropriations Committee last year, the first time I had ever been on this side of the
table-1I had been a member of the Appropriations Committee for a
good many years-I walked into the door, and one of the members of
the committee handed me some stage money with UNUM written on
it, and of course all of my friends of the press were very alerted by
this UNUM. They said, "What. has happened'? Is the United Nations beginning to print money? Is the United Nations taking over
the powers of a government?"
Well, some bright lad in UNESCO had dreamed up a coupon system
for running the lending library. I can assure you, Senator Mansfield,
1hat had I been consuTted, that would not have been published.
Senator MANSFIELD. I am quite certain it wouldn't have, but it does
indicate the difficulty.
Mr. LODGE. That is the kind of thing, they do those things in Paris,
that have quite an effect on American public opinion. The papers all
print it, a lot of people get mad, and I would get mad if I thought the
United Nations had undertaken to coin money. In fact, I am very
much opposed to it.
And they do these things without the slightest idea of the effect it is

ing to have over here.

And then you go to Los Angeles and to

Dallas, as I recently have, and people begin to think they are trying to

take over the school committee. There isnothing in it at all, you know.
It just needs a little judgment, a little commonsense.
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Senator MANSFIELD. They should make a study to find out just what
the United Nations does. That is why I am glad you are taking this
question to the country, so that the people will have a chance not only
to raise objections and make recommendations, but at the same time to
find out just what makes the United Nations tick.
I want to thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Those are all the questions I have.
REGIONAL SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

The CHAIRMAN. I want to question you on two other matters.

The subcommittee is authorized also to study other security organizations, regional or otherwise.
Do you have any suggestions to make regarding our participation
in NATO, the Rio Pact setup, or our Paci c alliance?
In your judgment, should these systems be more closely integrated
with the United Nations?
Should the United States depend on collective security arrangements
more than on the United Nations? There is the question that calls
you have.
best judgment
theLODGE.
forMr.
Well, I would say offhand we have to do both. I think
NATO and the Rio Pact and the pacts among the Pacific countries, are
very fine things, and ought to be encouraged and maintained, and I
think the type of action that was taken in Korea is also an absolutely
indispensable thing to be able to do as circumstances require.
You were talking, Mr. Chairman, at the beginning, about the speed
of airplanes, and it reminded me of the fact that in 1903, when the
Wright brothers made the first airplane flight, it few 31 miles an hour
for 11 seconds. Well, when that happened, when it came to the ground
on the beach, they didn't go out and destroy it. They proceeded to
make it better.
Well, I think the collective resistance to aggression in Korea under
the aegis of the United Nations is a first attempt. I think we can make
it much better, if the need for it should ever happen again.
I think that argues for perfecting, strengthening the United Nations,
and not for doing away with it.
So, in answer to your questions, I believe the regional agreements are
good, that they are essential, but that also there are moments in history
when an aggression occurs, and you want to get a widespread resistance
to it from all over the world. You want to ave all kinds.
The CHAIRMAN. I have one other question.
U. N. COMMAND IN KOREA

I assume that the 16 countries contributing manpower to the Korean
theater had something to say about the military activities.
Didn't those 16 countries have something to say about it?

Mr. LODGE. They were in the unified command, just like any Amer-

ican battalion or division. You had the British Commonwealth Division. It was a division in the line, just like the 45th Division, or the
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3d Division of the United States Army. And the Turkish Brigade,
and the Greek Battalion. They were in there as regular brigades,
battalions, and divisions, just the same as the United States, no better
or worse, which is the only way you can ever run a war, is to have
one command and everybody falls in.
The CHAIRMAN. I think what you meant was that they consented.
Mr. LODGE. Yes; they did it voluntarily.
The CHAIRMAN. And it was agreed among them that we would take
over what you might call the command.
Mr. LODGE. That is right.

That is absolutely right.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

The CHAIRMAN. At this time, I want to say that we are privileged

to have with us six friends from Belgium and Luxembourg, of the
Technical Assistance Group. They have been in the United States
about a week, spending most of their time in Washington and New
York. We are happy to have you gentlemen with us.
Will you staLd up, so we can see you?
Now let's give them a hand.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We are also privileged to have with us this morning Professor
Vicente, of the University of the East, in the Philippines. He is
also a member of the Philippine Government, and we would like to
have him stand up and give him a hand.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. I will now let the gentleman from Princeton take
over.
Senator SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your kindness in letting me appear this morning. I am not on the subcommittee, and
therefore my questions may not be as well organized as some of the
others.
I want to join the others, Ambassador Lodge, in expressing my
personal appreciation for the wonderful service I feel you have rendered us in the United Nations.
Mr. LODE. Thank you.
Senator SMrrH. I think you have upheld the honor of the United
States in wonderful fashion.
Mr. LODGE. Thank you.

Senator SMITH. I want to make another comment before I ask you
a question. I was in Korea this last year, and one of the. most thrilling things I attended was a review for me, as a visiting Senator, of representatives of each of the foreign units, all shoulder to shoulder, without regard to race, creed, color, or nationality-all standing together
for human freedom.
It was a terrific show; the United States colors, on. the one hand,

and the United Nations flag on the other, right together. That. review gave me a terrific thrill, and I think that that is the kind of
thing you are representing for us in the United Nations today.
Mr. LODoE. Thank you.
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Senator SMITH. Now, a question has come up, Ambassador Lodge,

that I think is of real importance. People are saying to me that when
the Founding Fathers established our Constitution, the world was
different than it is today, and of course that is true.
The argument has been made, especially during the recent Bricker
debate, that with our membership in the United Nations new areas of
complication have developed and that we might be involved in international treaties that affect our domestic situation here. That, as you
know, was the basis for the Bricker debate.
I don't want to get into that, of course, now, but that is the background of my question.
You are aware that the United Nations has been in the process of
negotiating various kinds of covenants on human rights, genocide,
freedom of information, political rights and so forth. I am just
wondering whether in your judgment those are legitimate areas for
international treatymaking?
Mr. LODGE. Well, I am personally opposed to using the treaty power

as a device to effectuate an internal social reform. I think the way to
effectuate internal social reform is by domestic legislation.
I think if we want to make it legal, for example, just as an illustration, for a woman to be President of the United States, the way to
do it is to amend the Constitution or pass an act of Congress, and not
make a treaty with some foreign country. I think you would carry
the whole treaty idea to an absurd and extravagant point when you do
that.
And of course we are not doing it any more. We are proceeding by
persuasion and exhortation and reason and argument, but we are not
trying to make treaties to effecuate those purposes. I think that was
an error.
Let me say also-I don't intend to get into debate on the Bricker
amendment or any of those amendments-I think it is pertinent for
me to say that there is nothing in the United Nations Charter that
justifies any apprehension about the impairment of our liberties or
of any of the provisions of the Constitution.
Of course, the United Nations Charter is a treaty, but when that one
judge in California used it as a base for this California Alien Land
Law case, his decision was reversed on appeal immediately, and that
is something that the people who use that case in argument always
omit.
I don't know why they omit it. I don't know if it is because they
don't know it, or because they don't want other people to know it.
The CHAIRMAN. One judge is entitled'to go wrong, just as a Senator
is, once in a while.
Mr. LODGE. Perish the thought that I should say that a Senator

never goes wrong.
That is the one case that is always used, and the other case is the
minority Supreme Court decision at the time of the seizure of the
steel industry. That minority opinion didn't mention the United
Nations.
There has been some very skillful or slightly disingenuous quoting
done on that. They just leave out the quotation marks when they come
to "United Nations" and then begin the quotation marks again, but
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actually Chief Justice Vinson, in the minority in that case, never
used the words "United Nations." They base themselves on the
general theory that American troops are in combat. Well, American
troops can be in combat and have been in combat many times without
the United Nations being involved. There isn't anything in the Charter involved that justifies changing the Constitution. I do think it is
appropriate for me to say that.
CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS AGAINST UNSOUND U. N. TREATIES

Senator SMITH. Mr. Ambassador, you probably would agree that if
a treaty came down of the kind that you and I wouldn't approve of,
the Senators, with their two-thirds consent powers, could certainly
protect their own individual localities.
Mr. LODGE. Watching it carefully is a very mild verb. I served on
this committee for 6 years, and I know how hard it is to get two-thirds,
and the assumption that the United States Senate in 1974 isn't going
to be as wise or as patriotic as the United States Senate in 1954 or the
United States Senate in 1924, is, to me, absolutely fantastic.
Senator SMITH. That is my point.
Mr. LODGE. Getting a two-thirds vote in the United States Senate is
just about the most difficult thing in the world. I tried to do it once
on the constitutional amendment on the electoral college, and I was
successful, but it was a great exertion. It is a tremendous protection
to the people. It is a tremendous protection.
It is all you need, and if the time comes that the American people in
all the 48 States don't elect men who are wise and patriotic to the
Senate, then there isn't any arrangement of words in the Constitution that can save you. That's all.
Senator SMITH. That is what I wanted to bring out, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cooper.

THE U. N. CONTRIBUTION AGAINST KOREAN AGGRESSION

Senator CooPER. Senator Lodge, throughout the long debate over
the Korean war, emphasis has been placed upon the inadequacy of support from other nations. I would like to address this proposition to
you.
I think you would agree, even if there had been no United Nations,
the Congress of the United States would have had to decide whether
or not our intervention was required in our own national interest. The
Congress could conceivably have decided that in our own national
interest we had to intervene, even if there had been no United Nations.
Mr. LODGE. Well, I think there is no question that for the defense
of the American continent it is necessary for the island chain off the
Asiatic mainland to be in the hands of people that value human freedom the way we do. I think that is basic.
Leaving out any question of international morality or resistance to
aggression or anything else, I never could see how we could endure
having this finger of Korea pointed right into the middle of Japan
in Communist hands. It would make it absolutely untenable for us.
It seems to me the United States was absolutely right on grounds
of self protection to take that position. Then having done it, it was
absolutely right to get the United Nations into it.
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The statement that the United Nations sucked the United States
into Korea is not true. If anybody sucked anybody in, it was the
United States that sucked the United Nations in, and quite rightly.
Senator COOPER. Would you say, then, from our own national inter-

est, that it was of great value that we were in the United Nations,
because if intervention was required for our security, we did get support that we conceivably would not have gotten if there hadn't been
a United Nations?
Mr. LODGE. That is true, and we got different kinds of support.

We

got the equivalent of two divisions, which I have already mentioned,
and that is $600 million a year, at least, that it saved us, plus the
casualties.
In addition to that, we got a moral backing for what we were doing,
which had a tremendous effect as regards the Communist attempt to
get the idea all over the world that this Korean action was just an
attempt on the part of the Wall Street imperialists to have their
own way.
That Communist propaganda fell to the ground because of the
United Nations endorsement.
And there is another thing: When you have men in the line who
come from the United States and the British Empire and the Philippines and Ethiopia and Thailand and Greece and Turkey representing
different races and colors and creeds and everything else, the Communist propaganda that says this is another attempt by the white
man to reestablish colonialism, just doesn't work. That is another
thing we got out of it, and those are very real things, because world
opinion is a very real force.
When people say there is nothing we got out of the United Nations
that we couldn't have gotten otherwise, they are talking through their
hats, because those are things we did get out of it.
MODIFYING THE VETO

Senator CooPE..

I want to ask you one question about the veto.

Would you say that if it is agreed to remove the veto from admission of members, it might be difficult to argue that the veto can be
applied to representation?
Mr. LODGE. Well, I don't think so. No, I don't think it would.

The two things are legally quite distinct, and of course the resistance
to keeping Communist China out is on ethical grounds, too. I think
you could still contend that you had the right to use the veto.
THE U. N. AS A h1OPE FOR PEACE

Senator COOPER. One other question: I think sometimes we place

all our emphasis upon failure in the past in the United Nations. But
would you not say that if we are to look to the future, that we must
think of the possibilities of the United Nations as a place where tensions can be reduced? If we still believe there is a chance for peaceful
settlements, would you not say that the United Nations, because it
offers the opportunity for discussions with the Soviet, because it offers
an opportunity to discuss the control of atomic weapons and dis armament, because it is a forum where world opinion can be expressed, if
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necessary, if we have any belief or hope that there is a possibility of
lessening tension, and for peace ?
Mr. LODGE. Yes, one of the things I have learned that I didn't
realize to the full before I got there, is the importance of this sort of
verbal toe dancing and walking on eggs that takes place in the United
Nations, and which is rather irritating to many people in the gallery.
They come through and they hear these rather involved discussions
going on, but of course that is the way you keep people from shooting
each other. Where diplomats can do some pettifogging and some toe
dancing and some walking on eggs that is very useful, because some of
these questions are insoluble. We tend to have an idea in our country
that there isn't anything you can't solve.
That is a very good attitude, and the attitude I have had personally
all my life, but I see some things that you cannot solve, now. Maybe
in 10 years you can, but you can't do it now, and the best thing you can
do is to sort of spin it out and drag it along and temporize and pettifog,
and that way they don't shoot each other, and that is that much clear
gain.
It isn't a very clear-cut solution intellectually and it is a pretty
hard thing to make a headline out of, but it is very, very useful to
have a place where you can do that, and I am very glad you asked
that question, which enabled me to say that.
Senator COOPER. One other question, and I close:
TILE U. N. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

In my experience, I found a tremendous interest from the point of
view of underdeveloped countries in better programs of technical
assistance. I must say frankly that I have never believed that the
United States has given enough interest and importance to technical
aLssistance.
Do you think that the United States is giving to the program
the importance that it deserves? Do you think it gives it enough
importance?
Mr. LODGE. Well, it is one of the very best things. I was glad to see
that the Randall Commission gave it a vigorous endorsement in its
report. I believe we get more good out of it than we do in bilateral
technical assistance, and I will tell you why I think so.
In the first place, we get more people in on it, which means we get
more money matching our money.
Then we get more good will, because there isn't that feeling of obligation and bitterness that you get from the guy that you borrowed money
from. There is a much better atmosphere of good will on the thing,
so I think it is very good in that way.
Then it has meant also wonderful things already, even on the small

scale it has been done, as regards improving people's health and diet

and all that.
There is one man from the Middle East who said to me the other day,

"You know, a hungry man is more interested in 4 sandwiches than
he is in 4 freedoms."
A man who is hungry isn't even goina to think about fighting in
He as got
self-defense or any kind of fighting.
I to think about where
t
eat.
to
he can get something
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And this teaches people how to drain swamps, how to- irrigate the
desert, how to eliminate diseases, and gives people something worth
living for; and, if you have got something worth living for, then you
have got something worth fighting for, and not until then.
And the first thing I did on taking over, I took my oath on a
Tuesday, and on a Thursday I attended a technical and economic
assistance conference, and the minute I got recognized I pointed to the
empty chair of the Soviet Union, of Byelorussia, the Ukraine, and
Czechoslovakia, and I said if they wanted to do something here is
where they would be, but they don't want to do anything for you.
They just want to engage in violent words and violent deeds.
This thing puts us at our best because it is a helpful action, and it
tells its own story. It doesn't need a lot of rhetoric. It tells its own
story.
The CHAmAN. Senator Mansfield.
STATUS

OF U. N.

TREATIES

Mr. Chairman, I think the record should be
kept straight in reference to some of the remarks made by the gentleman from Princeton.
The Human Rights Covenant was never signed, as I understand it,
and the Genocide Covenant was, but it is in committee, probably in
the deep freeze.
The number of treaties the United Nations has drafted has been
greatly exaggerated. In short, it hasn't been the treaty factory that
some of our people would have us believe. I just want to have that
in the record.
Senator SxrrE. I am glad you are putting that in. I think that
ought to be a part of that whole point.
Senator

MANSFIELD.

Mr. LODGE. I believe you have seven United Nations treaties pending

here now, haven't you?
The CHAIMMAN. Senator Gillette.
Senator GILETTE. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask two more
questions.
This is a formal question, Mr. Ambassador.
CHINESE REPRESENTATION

Is there a possibility that the Chinese Communists will be seated in
the suborgans of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, even
though the Nationalist Government continues to represent China in
the Security Council? How far can a split of this kind go ?
Is it conceivable that the Chinese Communists might even be included in the General Assembly, while Nationalist China remained in
the Security Council?
Mr. LODGE. That is technically conceivable. It is technically con-

ceivable. I think that the chances are that it wouldn't happen. I

think, if our position is strong in one organ, it will be strong in all

the others, but that could happen. because you could get a situation
in which the cleverness of the individual, the United States representative in the organ, might make a difference the way he handled
himself from a parliamentary viewpoint and all that, but I think on
the whole it is unlikely.
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Senator GLrrE. The other question deals with the very excellent
presentation that you made here today.
As you know, this committee was brought into being by the fact
that throughout the country there was tremendous urging that we
abandon the United Nations as ineffective and inadequate: 'Let's get
out of it; let's drop it; it is no good; it doesn't work." The purpose
of this committee is to prepare our Nation for presentation at a conference, if and when held. Now, you have presented some very cogent
and to my mind, wholly persuasive arguments for a continuation of
the United Nations and correction of its inadequacies.
In addition to that, may I say that I personally feel that the United
Nations marks the high-water point in the efforts of civilized man
to work together in a cooperative way for the elimination of war.
u. N. CONTRIBUTIONS IN XOREA

I don't feel that a comparison of the contribution of the United
States with other allied groups in the Korean war is any yardstick.
It points up more than anything else, does it not, the fact that we
did not have in the United Nations an instrumentality through which
the Korean war could be made effective as a United Nations action?
The fact was that the United Nations wasn't in a position for effective action.
Mr. LODGE. That it was not?
Senator GILLETrE. It was not.
Mr. LODGE. Well, it certainly was not 100 percent effective, but I

think it was effective enough to be a great asset.
Senator GnLurrE. There was no supervision or control by any military committee or military group from the United Nations and no
report made to them. It was an enterprise conducted by the Pentagon which is positive proof that there was no machinery that we could
throw into gear to deal with that situation.
Mr. LODGE. I think that military operations should never be conducted under the United Nations anywhere. They aren't set up for
that.
I think that military operations-you have always got to have some
one country that constitutes the high command. Otherwise you would
have endless confusion.
Senator GILLETTE. Well, then, the question follows, How is that
country selected? By its own motion, or by some action of the United
Nations?
Mr. LODGE. The United Nations designated the United States as
the unified command. That is what happened. I think the United
Nations has to do that, but I think, once the unified command has been
designated, then it ought to carry on the war in the best possible way
from a military standpoint.
Senator GiLrri. As an agent of the United Nations?
Mr. LODGE. As an agent of the United Nations; yes.

Senator GinrirE. And should make its report to the United
Nations?
Mr. LODGE. Yes, but no secrets, no secrets.
Senator GILLETTE. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. LODGE. We did report to the United Nations every week.

We

reported all the time, but we never gave them any secret information.
We reported all the time to them.

Senator GILLETTE. As a fait accompli.
Mr. LODGE. But I certainly think it would be a fantastic mistake

to get the United Nations in on tactical military decisions.
Senator GILLETTE. I don't want to use any more time.
Mr. LODGE. This is a very interesting point.
Senator GILLETrE. Would you feel opposition to setting up any
agency or instrumentality within the United Nations which would be
in a position to deal with threats to the peace throughout the world?
Mr. LODGE. Is that a standing force?
Senator GILLETTE. That would be one way.
Mr. LODGE. Yes, but a standing force could only act after the

United Nations had decided to act. I think the United Nations has
got to make the big decision: Is this an aggression? And, if so, we
decide to resist it, and we designate so-and-so, such-and-such a country
to be the unified command.
But I think if the United Nations undertook to get into tactics,
secrets, technical military things, I think that would be bad. Of
course, you see, there are a lot ofpeople in there that don't agree with
what the United Nations was doing.
Senator GILLE E. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
CLOSING COMMENTS

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ambassador, I am sure that everyone who has

listened to you today feels that this Government not only has an able
representative to the United Nations but one who is convinced of the
significance of the United Nations in this troubled world in this period.
As I stated in the opening statement, we are looking for ideas, and
you have contributed a lot of them. I am sure all of those that have
listened here today have felt that while the United Nations can do
no miracles, maybe show a way out of this troubled world.
Sixteen nations in Korea at least showed for the first time on this
planet an effort to cooperate.
It was an attempt to find the way. We are trying to follow the
Suggestion outlined in the resolution which my friend, Senator Gillette, introduced, and which we unanimously passed. We are simply
assembling the facts and will then arrive at our conclusions.
Again on behalf of the committee, I thank you, and God bless you
in your work in the United Nations.
lr. LODGE. Thank you very nruch.
Please come to see me in New York.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p. in., the subcommittee stood in recess
subject to the call of the Chair

